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Ernest Hemingway is a well-known 20th century American writer of English literature. The first time I read A Farwell to Arms was for the course American Studies during my Bachelor English Language and Culture. I found it was an impressive novel that was pleasant to read. I did note that it was written in a ‘simple’ style with fairly short sentences and quite a lot of repetition of nouns and simple verbs (e.g. the use of the verb ‘was’ as opposed to ‘walk’, ‘arrive’, or ‘sit’). I have put simple between quotation marks because, although it may look that way, it is in fact not that simple: in the introduction in this novel Hemingway’s style is described as ‘deceptively simple’ (“A Farewell to Arms”) because a lot of thought has been put into that style. A lot of time has passed since A Farewell to Arms was first published in 1929 and so the difference in time and place between the source and the target culture is quite big. This factor together with Hemingway’s style will cause problems while translating the source text and therefore I have chosen this novel as the subject of my thesis. The research question for this thesis is the following: What kind of problems occur during translating A Farewell to Arms, how can they be solved and which solutions are most desirable in a Dutch translation?
	My thesis is divided into five parts which are, partially, subdivided into several chapters. The first part will provide a background and I will introduce the writer and the novel with a biography of Ernest Hemingway and a summary of the story. 
In the second part I will use Christiane Nord’s approach to the translation-orientated text analysis to analyze the different kinds of translation problems that may occur while translating the text. 
The last kind of these problems, text specific problems, will be the topic of the third part of my thesis in which I look at different aspects of the text that may cause translation problems. In this part I will discuss Hemingway’s style and his use of dialogue in the novel.
In the fourth part of this thesis I will translate several passages from the novel myself and in my notes I will explain my choices while referring to the aspects discussed in the previous part of my thesis.
In part five of my thesis I will compare some of the passages I have translated with the passages from the published translation by Katja Vranken called Afscheid van de Wapenen (1958) to see which strategies she has used and decide which translation is more desirable. There is another Dutch translation of the novel: De laatste etappe translated by Nico Rost and Margot Mees and published by de Nederlandsche Keurboerderij in 1933. Even though the original text was published eighty-three years ago, it does not seem very outdated when one reads it (maybe sometimes in its use of nouns such as ‘motorcar’ where one would now perhaps sooner use just ‘car’). Dutch seems to date quicker so the differences in translations may stem from the fact that a translator translated differently then (a word which does not seem desirable now may have been the desirable solution back then). Because the first translation is quite old, the target culture may not have allowed some of the aspects of the original text: even in the second translation some of the cursing still present in the source text has been toned down or deleted, for example. Not all changes necessarily stem from the fact that the translation is old but a more recent translation would be preferable. Since there no later translation I wanted to use the translation that was most recent and less likely to show changes because it is dated.  
















Chapter 1: Ernest Hemingway

Before analyzing A Farewell to Arms and the translation problems that can occur it is important to first know something about the book and the author. In this chapter I will discuss the life of Ernest Hemingway, including  his war experiences that had such a great influence on his work. In the next chapter I will discuss the novel to give an overall idea of its contents.
	Ernest Miller Hemingway was born on 21 July 1899 in Oak Park, Illinois the second of six children. His father was Dr. Clarence Edmonds Hemingway and his mother Grace Hall was a music teacher (Reuben). At school, Hemingway did not really stand out except for his achievements in English: he wrote short stories for the literary magazine, reported on athletic and musical events for his school newspaper, and wrote a column which Lynn calls ‘Ring Lardneresque (24). Ring Lardner was a writer of short stories and columns in the Chicago Tribune that Hemingway looked up to. Lardner was know for his ‘mock-illiterate’ style that Hemingway sought to imitate: his aims were a simpler but also more complex style and to draw away language from its traditional position in the head and heart and attach it to the muscles and nerves (Burgess 15-19) and in a world where literature still meant fine, Victorian writing this was not that easy (Burgess 31). 
	After graduating in 1917, Hemingway took a job as a reporter for the Kansas City Star and the stylebook may have contributed to Hemingway’s style with rules such as: ‘use short sentences’, ‘use short first paragraphs’, and ‘use vigorous English’ (Gerogiannis qtd. in Reuben). Although the Kansas City provided him with plenty of action to write about, he wanted to go to the war in Europe and after only six months he resigned at the Star (Reuben). He wanted to join the U.S Army but he was rejected because of his defective eye. However, in the spring of 1918 he joined an American ambulance unit that was to go to the Italian front. Hemingway was taken to Milan and on his first day he and his fellow ambulance men were shocked by the horror of war when a munition factory exploded and they had to pick up bodies and pieces of bodies, mostly of women. This horror was a great and shocking contrast to his life back home and now he had not only come into contact with human death for the first time but a horrible, numerous, and gruesome side of human death (Burgess 20). Several weeks later, while in Fossalte di Piave they were blown up by an Austrian trench-mortar bomb that left over two hundred pieces of iron in his leg. As he tried to save a wounded Italian, he was shot in the ankle and leg by a machine gun (Atkins 116). He was brought to the hospital in Milan to rehabilitate and fell in love with Sister Agnes Hannah von Kurowsky from Washington, DC (Burgess 22). The relationship did not last but his experiences in the war taught him valuable lessons about love and death and would also be used as an inspiration for his work, A Farewell to Arms for example. Hemingway was awarded with the Silver Medal for Valor by the Italian government and in 1919 returned as a young war hero (Reuben). 
	After marrying his first wife, Hadley Richardson, he got a job at the Toronto Star Weekly as a European correspondent where he also reported the Greco-Turkish war (Atkins 116). They moved to Paris and he became acquainted with big names such as James Joyce, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Gertrude Stein (Reuben). Gertrude Stein: inventor of the term ‘lost generation’ and one of the American expatriates that wanted to cleanse the English language through, perhaps, excessive simplification of the language. He showed her his work of which she said that it had ‘too much description for its own sake’; there was too much decoration and he had to compress and concentrate (Burgess 31).
	By 1937, Hemingway went to Spain to report the Spanish Civil War for the North American Newspaper Alliance (Reuben). In 1940 his novel For Whom the Bell Tolls was published which turned out to be a success But, Burgess notes, Hemingway’s writing had changed: although he was now a famous writer that made quite a lot of money, his writing was no longer fresh or original; his latest novel did not have stylistic shocks but merely the stylistic elements that were to be expected (80). Richard Peterson also mentions the shift in Hemingway’s style during the 1930’s but ascribes this more to a shift in emphasis ‘a movement away from the severe understatement of much of the early work’ (12). Philip Young notes the change in style ass well, especially in For Whom the Bell Tolls which he ascribes to the fact that his earlier work came from Hemingway’s trauma of being badly wounded which with time subdued and therefore his style also changed (qtd. in Peterson 13). Burgess’ observation therefore seems to be too harsh: he seems to suggest the change in style came from the fact that Hemingway’s status increased and therefore he did no longer feel the need to ‘shock’ with his work when in fact the change seems to stem from a more natural change which occurs over the years.
	When the United States entered WWII Hemingway again participated, first with the Royal Air Force and later in the D-Day invasion of France (Reuben). Atkins mentions that Hemingway has participated in or at least observed several wars that he did not have to participate in, showing a fascination for war. He wrote about war and therefore had to take part in it because he felt that you could not observe without understanding and therefore participating. As an observer, he had to describe the horrors and desolation of war but to maintain his role as observer he must to this in what Atkins calls the ‘flat, deadpan way’ (116-118).










Chapter two: A Farewell to Arms

A Farewell to Arms was published in 1929, was and is a great success, and has become a classic American war novel (Wagner-Martin 1). Hemingway’s own war service had ended in the summer of 1918 and after his own experience and all the stories he heard from veterans he had been wanting to write about World War I for a decade before he realized it (Wagner-Martin vii). It is not only a war novel but also a novel about love and it is semiautobiographical: although Hemingway never fought in the war or deserted the army like his main character Frederic Henry, he did drive the ambulance (Heintz and Stracey 2). The nurse, Agnes Hannah von Kurowsky, that worked in the hospital where Hemingway was taken after being badly injured and with whom he falls madly in love comes back in the novel as Catherine Barkley although the relationship between the two character works out and the relationship of Agnes and Hemingway did not. 
	The novel consists of five books each divided into chapters and is written in a first-person narrative (Halliday 202). It starts with a gloomy scene where soldiers are marching in the rain through a muddy landscape and where the narrator comments that winter and rain would bring cholera but that in the end it was checked and only seven thousand died (Wagner-Martin 202). The next chapter is set a year later and Frederic, the main character, is sitting at the officers’ mess: the Allies have had some victories. When Frederic returns from his leave, his friend Rinaldi introduces him to the British nurse Catherine Barkley who is mourning the death of her fiancé but who, after some courtship, becomes his girlfriend (Wagner-Martin 20). We then see Frederic and several other Italian ambulance drivers on the battlefield where they drive the wounded or the dead to hospitals or aid stations. On one occasion, they get hit and Frederic is badly wounded and taken back to Milan. Catherine manages to also be transferred to that hospital and they spend the nights together (Matthews 122). 
	As summer passes Frederic wounds heal and he is allowed to leave the hospital. His leave is cancelled because of his jaundice (which is partially caused by his excessive drinking during his stay in the hospital) and he travels around a little with Catherine before returning to the front, Catherine at this time tells him that she is pregnant (Wagner-Martin 20). When Frederic returns to the front they retreat to Caporetto. As they retreat, the ambulances of Frederic and his fellow Italian ambulance drivers get stuck in the mud and despite their efforts they cannot get them out and so they try to escape. The journey becomes more and more dangerous because the Germans are invading. When Frederic and Piani reach a checkpoint where Italian officers question and then often execute people Frederic decides to flee because he is afraid the officers will see him as a German spy and shoot him so he jumps into the Tagliamento river (Heintz and Stracey 2). He ends up in Milan where he looks for, and is reunited with, Catherine but because Frederic is now a deserter the police wants to arrest them. The bartender of the hotel warns them the police will come in the morning and so they row across a lake into Switzerland (Matthews 122).
















Part two: Translation-oriented text analysis

According to scholars such as Christiane Nord, the first thing to do before translating a source text is analyzing that text (Nord 145). There are different theories for why this is necessary: supporters of the approaches that are oriented towards equivalence see it as a means of getting an extensive understanding of the text which will guide them during translating while supporters of functional translation theoretical approaches put the status of the source text in perspective when it is not defined by its linguistic features but by the requirements of the translation assignment (Nord 145). In this thesis the translation assignment will be the standard contract for literary translators as stated in section 1, paragraph 1 formulated by the Literaire Uitgeversgroep: “The translator commits himself to delivering a flawless Dutch translation which is faithful in content and style directly translated from the original work” (vvl 1).
	Hönig’s model for a translation-oriented text analysis is of better use for a non-fiction text: questions such as ‘who speaks where – and why him?’ and ‘what is the text about and why is it written in this manner?’ (132-133) are not easily used for a novel. Since I am discussing a novel in this thesis I have therefore chosen to use Nord’s approach. She distinguishes four different kinds of translation problems in her model. Pragmatic translation problems: problems that arise ‘from the particular transfer situation with its specific contrast of ST vs. TT recipients, ST vs. TT medium, motive for ST production vs. motive for translation (= TT production), ST function vs. TT function, etc.’ (Nord 158). Cultural translation problems: problems that are specific for two specific cultures which could not occur between to other cultures e.g. differences in culture-specific habits, norms and conventions, etc. (Nord 159). Linguistic translation problems: problems that are caused by structural differences between a pair of languages, particularly in lexic and sentence structure (Nord 159). And finally, text-specific translation problems: problems that occur in an individual text and of which the solutions cannot automatically be used for other texts (Nord 160).















Chapter three: Pragmatic translation problems

A Farewell to Arms is a semiautobiographical American war, and romance, novel from 1929 about World War I in Italy. This big difference in time, it has been eighty-three years, and place are bound to cause some problems during translation.  
	When Hemingway wrote A Farewell to Arms he was barely thirty and his own war experiences and the hundreds of stories he heard from veterans who were wounded and disillusioned like him gave him enough material to write the novel about World War I he had wanted to write for over a decade. The novel is about ‘the way civilized human beings try to find their “separate peace” in the midst of chaos and despair’, about fear of death, and the attraction of steady though fragile love (Wagner-Martin vii-viii). By this time, Hemingway was already fairly well-known, reviewers were positive about his work and he had gained the reputation of a writer to watch and read (Wagner-Martin viii). Although he had already achieved some fame, he had not yet achieved a bestseller status and this novel was his attempt to write a blockbuster that would sell to Hollywood (Wagner-Martin xi-xii). It was received well by critics at the time. Ford Madox Ford said that Hemingway’s style made his work so good and made him so important to the literary world: ‘You could not begin that first sentence and not finish the passage.’ (qtd. in Wagner-Martin 130). Hemingway’s work was read and admired: Claude McKay said that he met ‘a few fellows of the extreme left school, and also a few of the moderate liberal school and even some of the ancient fossil school – and all mentioned Hemingway with admiration.’ (qtd. in Wagner-Martin 133). Hemingway’s reading public therefore seems to have been quite diverse: as a fairly well-known writer he would be available to read for the common people but his interesting style also made him appealing to read for literati and members of different schools.
	It is noticeable that this novel has two official translations in Dutch: one in 1933, not too long after the original was published, which has been reprinted once (the date is not completely clear, but possibly in 1946/1948) and one in 1958 which has been reprinted twelve times, the last reprint being in 1991 (KB). Clearly it has been a while since it was last translated or republished but it cannot be because Hemingway has been forgotten: he was mentioned in a newspaper article on the 28th of April of this year where the writer says he hopes we have not forgotten who Hemingway is (“Sudoku voor schrijvers”) and in another article on the 7th of April of this year he is still called a great American writer (“Eerbied voor de brasserie”). This novel is even part of the Perpetuareeks (and was scheduled to be published): a Dutch list from publisher Athenaeum—Polak & Van Gennep of the 100 best books in the world. Twenty are picked by the public and eighty by a jury of literary experts: A Farewell to Arms was one of the eighty (Uitgeverij Athenaeum). So it is clear that Hemingway and his work are still important and relevant in the target culture. However, there is a big difference between the time and place of the source and the target audience: as Wagner-Martin notes in her book ‘…the 1930s and 1940s and 1950s, between the two all-encompassing world wars, to write about “war” or to refer to that noun in any way meant immediate reader recognition.’ (138). The audience of the time was very familiar with the topic and even though Hemingway is still a well-known name, the target audience lives in a different time where war is still very relevant but for most not as intertwined with daily life as it was for the source audience.
	In his article ‘De brug bij Bommel herbouwen’ James Holmes discusses several possibilities a translator can use to solve problems while translating. Holmes distinguishes three levels in which a shift needs to take place : linguistic context, literary intertext, and sociocultural context (185). On each of those levels choices need to be made concerning the manner in which a translator will translate the text. When translating a problem concerning place a translator can either foreignize or naturalize. In the first case the foreign elements of the source text will be kept in the target text; in the latter case the elements will be replaced by elements that are known by the target audience and fit into the target culture (185). When the problems have to do with time a translator can either choose historization or modernization: the former will keep the archaic elements of the source text, the latter will actualize the elements and bring them to the target culture (Holmes 185-186). In his article Holmes uses poetry as an example and this often gives the translator more freedom to choose naturalization or modernization: sometimes rhyme is chosen over content and the translator can change the content to keep the rhyme intact. With a novel however, this cannot be done as easily. A novel such as the one discussed in this thesis is characterized by its historical and geographical background and since the contract says that the translation has to be ‘…faithful in content and style…’(emphasis added) it will be difficult to make drastic changes. Obviously the story cannot be brought to the Netherlands: not only were they neutral in WWI it would also be too big of a naturalization. Perhaps some notes can be given at the end of the novel to provide the target reader with the information it needs or wants. 
An interesting problem that occurs in this text is its handling of cursing. As Azevedo mentions in his article, cursing is part of the real world, especially for men who are soldiers and have to live with the pressure of fighting and perhaps even dying, and therefore also part of realistic fiction. And although profane language is quite normal to our contemporary ears and eyes, the pornography laws at the time of publishing the novel forced Hemingway and his editors to censure the language that may be considered vulgar and replace it with a dash (33). A translator now has to make the choice whether to keep the dash or bring back the curse words that were present in the original story. It is difficult however to decide which curse words to use since the translator does not know which curse words were used in the source text. It is interesting that the translator of the 1958 translation, Katja Vranken, has decided to sometimes preserve the dash but sometimes fill them up in the translation as is the case in the sentence: ‘‘De loeders’, zei hij’ (177) where the source text says: ‘The -,’ he said’ (190). Although often translating strategies should be combined (i.e. sometimes foreignization and other times naturalization) I believe it would be better to pick one strategy in this case: either keep the dash or translate them all into curse words.
An example of difference in time between the source and target text is the use of the noun ‘beaker’, ‘find some beakers’, (179). In this sentence ‘beaker’ means ‘cup’ but in this time it mainly refers to a glass used in science, the other meaning is rather out-dated (VanDale). A few sentences later, the noun ‘cup’ is used (‘eating his cheese and drinking a cup of wine’), this is a difference that will be lost in a Dutch translation because in Dutch ‘beker’ would be used in both cases. 
A problem which can occur because of the difference in place is the reference to baseball. In the novel, Frederic says: ‘I’m like a ball-player that bats two hundred and thirty and knows he’s no better’ (126). Baseball is especially popular with the Americans, the source audience, but not so much for the target audience in the Netherlands. Most likely they will not know whether this score is good, bad, or somewhere in the middle. A translator could specify this in the translation but this would be adding information that does not exist in the original text which is not desirable. In this case a target reader will either have to accept the sentence as a fact or look up what kind of score two hundred and thirty would be.


















Chapter four: Cultural translation problems

As with pragmatic problems, Nord states in her book that cultural translation problems occur in every translation task although it depends on the cultures how the problems should be dealt with (some target cultures may be more open to foreignization than others, for example) (159). With eighty-three years between the source and the target culture problems with difference between norms and conventions will arise.
	Both Diederik Grit and Javier Franco Aixelá discuss cultural elements that can give the translator problems while translating. Grit calls them realia and specifies them as: ‘the concrete unique phenomena or categorical concepts which are specific to a certain country or cultural area and which have no, or only a partial, equivalent elsewhere’ or ‘terms used for these phenomena/concepts’ (189). Realia are often historically decided: even countries that speak the same language may have very different realia and people from the Netherlands and Flanders will not automatically understand the realia of the other country. Before choosing a strategy to translate, a translator needs to consider three categories: what kind of text is it, what is the goal of the text, and who is the target audience (Grit 190). He then needs to ask himself the following questions: ‘Is denotation or connotation most important for the target audience?’ and ‘How can this denotation and/or connotation be brought across as adequately as possible?’ (Grit 191). To translate the realia, Grit offers eight different translating strategies, namely: preservation, loan translation, approximation, description or definition in the target language, core translation, adaptation, omission, or a combination of different translating strategies (192-193). 
	Aixelá also describes these elements which he calls cultural specific elements (CSE’s). These elements are either proper names or idioms and translating them can be done by either maintaining the word or replacing it (Aixelá 198-203). Then there are also four variables: the supra textual parameter (i.e. linguistic normativity, potential readers, clients, and the translator), textual parameter (i.e. material textual limitations, previous translations, and canonization), intra-textual parameter(i.e. cultural considerations within the source text, relevance, iteration, and coherence within the target text) and the parameters caused by the CSE itself (i.e. existing translation, ideological status, and reference to third parties) (Aixelá 203-207).
	With a story that is written in English but takes place in Italy (and Switzerland) there are bound to be CSE’s from both cultures. In their article, Esmail Zare-Behtash and Sepideh Firoozkoohi discuss CSE’s in six Hemingway novels, including A Farewell to Arms. Many of the CSE’s are (place) names and food and drink (1580). Keeping the translation assignment in mind, a translator cannot naturalize because the contents of the translation will not longer be faithful to those of the source text and therefore it may be advisable to give a short explanation in some cases: e.g. ‘Tagliamento rivier’ or in the case of naming alcohol he could add the type of alcohol to the name (e.g. ‘Strega likeur’).  
	Since the story takes place mostly in Italy during WWI there is also a difference in currency units between the source and target culture. For example, the sentence: ‘I put a ten-lire note on the bar to pay for the coffee’ (Hemingway 212). In this target culture the Euro is used as a currency unit and so the translator has to decide whether to foreignize and leave this element intact or to naturalize so that  the target reader can get an indication of the amount that has to be paid.








Part three: Text specific problems

In this part of my thesis I will analyse several text specific problems that have to do with Hemingway’s style. In their book Style in Fiction, Geoffrey Leech and Mick Short mention that the word ‘style’, in its most general interpretation, refers to ‘the way in which language is used in a given context, by a given person, for a given purpose, and so on’ (10). Style can be defined in different ways: the dualist view selects manner over matter and expression over content. They see a separation between form and meaning while the monist view sees form and content as something inseparable (Leech and Short 13). Also, the dualist view ‘holds that there can be different ways of conveying the same content’ while the monist view ‘holds that this is a mistake, and that any alteration of form entails a change of content’ (17). Leech and Short also discuss the pluralist view. According to this view ‘language performs a number of different functions, and any piece of language is likely to be the result of choices made on different functional levels’ (24). Style can be applied to a particular writer or a particular genre, school, etc (Leech and Short 10) in this case of course we apply it to a particular writer: Ernest Hemingway.












 ‘Style’ is a broad term but as Cees Koster says in his article the biggest problem lies in the fact that with translating a text every aspect of style is important (there is a reason that ‘style’ is specifically mentioned in the standard contract of a translator) (Koster 3). Above, I have already mentioned the different views Leech and Short discuss in their book, the pluralist view being a sort of solution to the monist and the dualist view. They say style is a matter of making choices and language is a dynamic repertoire of expressional possibilities (essentially consisting of a lexicon and grammar) from which writers constantly choose which possibility is best to express what they want (Koster 4). Koster points out that the repertoire is dynamic because both the lexicon and the rules (and limitations) of grammar are prone to change and these rules can be followed but can also be broken which is a choice that is relevant to style (Koster 4). Each text works on three functional levels at the same time: at the interpersonal level the sender (i.e. writer) and receiver (i.e. reader) enter a certain relation on which  the use of language is concentrated, at the ideational level the language is used to form a certain picture for the reader, and the textual level is concerned with the linguistic organization at the other levels (Koster 4). Next, Koster describes a point very important to translation namely the possibility to use an alternative but related formulation to refer to the same world. The stylistic effect comes into being because a choice can be made and the alternative possibility has not been chosen (e.g. choosing an active vs. choosing a passive construction) (4-5). 
	When applied to translation the three views mentioned above can be linked to three other views. The dualist view can be linked to the universalistic view of language meaning that there is a direct link between the structure in reality and the human spirit, and the structure of language: because humans and actions exist, nouns and verbs exist. This view says that differences in languages only occur on the surface because every language stems from the same conceptual system which is just expressed in different languages and in different ways (Leuven-Zwart 13). The monist view can be linked to the relativistic view of language that says that humans perceive reality through language. Unlike the universalistic view, the relativistic view says that the differences between languages do not exist on the surface but in depth: every language has a different conceptual system (Leuven-Zwart 14-15). This means that translation basically is impossible because every language has a different system which cannot be combined. Finally, the pluralist view can be linked to the functionalist view of language which says that languages show differences as well as similarities. There are different levels of translatability that depend on the contact between two languages, for example. Style results from choices that have been made to reach a certain effect and translation problems will arise because the target language may not have the right means to bring across the same effect in the target text or because it has a different function than in the source text. A translator then has to find the right words to bring across the desired effect in the target text as well (Koster 3-4). In her book, Jean Boase-Beier therefore discusses something she calls ‘reading for translation’: a way of reading a text that will be translated where a translator critically reads the text but also thinks about how what is said in the source language can be said in the target language (24). Boase-Beier also says that a distinction between literary and non-literary texts is important to translators: a translator of literary texts cannot simply concentrate on the target language while translating because the translation should be able to show the target readers the effects of the original even though they may not themselves experience the effects the way the source audience would have. As an example she mentions that a Thomas Hardy novel nowadays may not shock as it did the contemporary readers, but one can see and understand why it would have (26). A translation is made for a target audience but as the standard contract shows it should be faithful in style (and content) the original text and therefore should not be adjusted for the target audience (unless of course the standard contract is not used and a different assignment is given). This is also mentioned in the Relevance Theory which says that when style is important, as is mostly the case with literary texts, direct translation should be used as opposed to indirect translation which gives the substance but does not preserve the style because the way of saying it has changed (Boase-Beier 44-45). 
	Boase-Beier mentions three aspects of the style of a text: ‘its formal linguistic character, its contribution to what the text means, and the interplay between universal stylistic possibilities (such as metaphor or ambiguity) and those rooted in a particular language (ambiguity as to whether a word is an adverb or adjective in German) or culture (metaphors about cricket in English…)’ (58). Furthermore she says that a translator’s view of style is that he or she ‘assumes that stylistic features in the source text reflect the inferred author’s choices’ and this assumption may in practice differ between translators and according to approach, for example (50). A problem that can occur is the fact that a translator may not know what the author of the original text meant by a certain word or structure if it can have several meanings. Sometimes the author can still be contacted but often this is not the case and a translator will have to make a choice that seems to fit best with the style of the text (Boase-Beier 50-51). She also mentions the fact that not all choices the author makes are conscious. Because of social cultural, or historical influences, for example, we cannot always separate conscious from unconscious choices and may read something into a choice that the author did not, consciously, think of: a word therefore may give off a connotation that was put there by the reader (the translator) and not the author (51). 
Robert P. Weeks says that journalism presented Hemingway with a way of looking at the world and ‘it taught him the use of the bare, detached style.’ (qtd. in Peterson 14). Mark Schorer ascribes this view to Hemingway’s attitude towards life: through his style and characters he shows his view of life: the bare style, for example, may suggest that life has no meaning (84). However, I agree with Peterson who thinks this is an oversimplification and ascribes the style more to an ‘underlying distrust of words’ (17). His style is a reaction to the ‘effusive emotionalism of earlier literature’ and instead of using possible subjective emotions he uses objectivity, colloquialisms, but also foreignisms, for example (17). 
 	Besides his distrust of words, Hemingway’s style shows a fear of sounding pretentious, arty, or literary (Peterson 17). Hemingway’s dislike of literati may have made him extra determined to not sound literary. Hemingway himself said the following: ‘If a writer of prose knows enough about what he is writing about he may omit things that he knows and the reader, if the writer is writing truly enough, will have a feeling of those things as strongly as though the writer had stated them…’ (qtd. in Peterson 58). He seems to use this style, at least partially, to omit emotion most of all because the objectivity and bareness will make the text truer than when everything would be directly stated. Joseph Beach shares this belief, saying that Hemingway ‘finds that he can give more point to his sentiment if he does not dress it out in fine language. And all the more so because this method requires more skill than that which depends on fine language for making its point…’ (qtd. in Peterson 70).
	A Farewell to Arms contains a lot of common and often simple words (and constructions) which is noted by many early critics such as Clifton Fadiman and is often referred to with the term ‘understatement’ (qtd. in Dick 174). Edmund Wilson has noted that by ‘eliminating excessive detail’ intensity can be gained (qtd. in Peterson 19). Walker Gibson discusses the fact that a lot of the words in A Farewell to Arms consist of only one or two syllables: by analyzing the first chapter of the novel he has discovered that about 82 percent of the words is monosyllabic and only two words consist of more than two syllables (251). Such a high percentage of monosyllabic words seems to suggest that Hemingway has consciously chosen such words. Maintaining this aspect in a Dutch translation will be quite difficult because some words will obviously have more syllables in the target language. In some cases, a word in the source language may have more than one appropriate translation in which case the word with the least amount of syllables can be chosen. For example, in the first chapter ‘mist’ in the sentence ‘there were mists over the river…’(4) could be translated with ‘mist’ or ‘nevel’ and although ‘mist’ is shorter, I feel ‘nevel’ is a more appropriate word to use in context with water. For the plural of ‘nevel’ there are two options: ‘nevels’ and ‘nevelen’ (Dikke VanDale) in which case a translator can choose ‘nevels’ because it has less syllables but not a different meaning. The text also contains a lot of repetition which is also noted by Gibson: of the 46 nouns in the first chapter, only 32 are different. He also ascribes this to the fact that this is done to stress important things: Frederic does not need to use ‘elegant variation’ or ‘so-called graceful prose’ (252). But as I have mentioned before, a publisher may want to make the text more appealing for the target audience through the means of this elegant variation and a translator therefore may be forced to make the text less repetitive and turn it into a more graceful kind of prose.
	Something quite noticeable in the novel is its sentences. As Gibson notes, most of the sentences are made up of coordinate clauses connected by ‘and’ and there are rarely ever subordinate clauses: in the first chapter there are only two subordinate clauses (252). Peterson says that using the word ‘and’ to separate these coordinate clauses does not specify the relation between the two (18) and Gibson says that this technique implies that there can be several possible connections but none is stated explicitly so that a reader will not be supplied with and obvious meaning (253). A clause in the sentence ‘There was fighting in the mountains and at night we could see the flashes from the artillery’ (3), for example could be turned into a subordinate clause by showing a logical relation between the two: ‘We knew there was fighting in the mountains, for at night we could see the flashes from the artillery (Gibson 253) but this would damage the original text where a fact is merely stated. A translator could turn some coordinate clauses into subordinate ones to avoid the repetition of ‘and’ which often occurs many times in one sentence, but this would change the target text from a factual to a more explanatory text. 
	Another aspect that stands out in A Farewell to Arms is the use of modifiers. As Levin notes, these are often quite common, and adjectives such as ‘nice’, ‘good’, ‘clean’, and ‘fine are used a lot (597). Gibson also mentions this fact and adds that they are often used simply to state facts and not to embellish the text (251). The translation of these adjectives can cause problems because they can be translated in different ways and it is not always clear which definition is appropriate. How should one translate the ‘…clean smell of dried dung in the stable’ (27), for example. A translation such as ‘…schone lucht van gedroogde mest in de stal’ would not be appropriate because ‘schoon’ is not at all what you would associate with dung. For the same reason ‘onvervuild’ would not be fit because dung is indeed ‘vuil’. Since in this sentence smell is described, ‘clean’ can be translated as ‘zuiver’ or ‘puur’ which says something about the smell (VanDale).  I would choose ‘…zuivere lucht van gedroogde mest in de stal’ because it shows that the stable smelled only of dried dung (it was not mixed with anything else). Another example are the guns that ‘smelled cleanly of oil and grease’ (204). Again, clean is not usually what one would use to describe oil and grease but Ford notes that the oil and grease are not dirt that stain the guns, but were used to clean up the guns so that they would work and look well again (qtd. in Peterson 27). In this sentence, smell is also described yet a translation as ‘zuiver’ or ‘puur’ would probably not be fit because in this case the freshness of the cleaned guns is more important than the air itself. Therefore a translation such as ‘schoon’ or ‘vers’ and I would choose ‘Ze roken vers naar olie en vet’ because it brings across the freshness best. An example of another adjective that causes problems occurs when Catherine goes into labour and she is ‘having fine pains now’ (emphasis added 277). ‘Fine’ can be translated in many ways with different meanings: it can mean ‘scherp’ i.e. ‘painful’ in which case it can be translated as ‘flinke’ or ‘pijnlijke weeën’, it can mean ‘klein’ which could be translated as ‘lichte weeën’, or it could mean ‘goed’ in which case a translation such as ‘fijne’ or ‘goede weeën’ would be fit. All options seem plausible in this context.  However, Catherine is very happy to go into labour: on the next page Frederic even tells the reader that she calls heavy pains good ones but when they fall off she is disappointed and ashamed. In this context she seems to like the pains and may actually think they are fine in a way that they can translated as ‘fijn’ or ‘goed’. I would choose ‘fijne weeën’ because it keeps some of the ambiguity of the original. 
	A Farewell to Arms also contains foreignisms, according to Peterson to write in a way that Hemingway finds to ‘high-sounding’ in English (123). Not only does he use foreign words in an English text such as ‘choucroute’ (which is French) (281) as opposed to ‘sauerkraut’, he also uses strange English idiom because it sounds foreign. This use of foreignisms results in a sort of exoticism that both Kauffmann and Peterson mention and which is the result of some of the foreign settings of the novel. One of the ways in which this device is used is by the literal translation of an Italian phrase such as ‘for a favor’ from the Italian ‘por favor’ or ‘nothing’ (instead of saying ‘it’s nothing’) from the Italian ‘niente’. In the latter example translating ‘nothing’ with ‘niets’ will look strange enough to be clearly defined as a foreignism. The first example can be translated with ‘voor een gunst’ which will also be a foreignism in the target language but the source text phrase also looks and sounds like the Italian phrase while the Dutch phrase sounds and especially looks completely different. This could partially be solved by using the translation ‘voor een faveur’: it is still a little longer than the source phrase and the Italian phrase but by changing ‘gunst’ into ‘favour it looks and especially sounds much closer to the original. Another way to use foreignisms is in the dialogue with Italian men: I will look at this more closely in the next chapter. Finally, we can also see it in descriptions such as the following example: ‘There was much traffic at night and many mules on the roads with boxes of ammunition on each side of their pack-saddles…’ (3). The combination of the uncountable ‘traffic’ and countable ‘mules’ makes this sentence a little strange: usually one would say that there was ‘a lot of traffic’ as opposed to ‘much’. In a Dutch translation a translator has to bring across the strange choice of modifier with the uncountable noun. One of the possibilities is ‘flink verkeer ‘s avonds en vele ezels’ but that does not really show the foreignism. I would choose a translation like ‘Er was vele verkeer ’s avonds en veel ezels op de wegen met dozen ammunitie aan iedere kant van hun pakzadels’ which shows a foreignism in ‘vele verkeer’ and a link between ‘vele verkeer’ and ‘veel ezels’.
	Colloquial constructions, when written may look ungrammatical but not necessarily in a negative way. In a translation, a translator needs to maintain the colloquial construction without it being unpleasant to read for the target reader. An example is the sentence ‘It was no great distance to row but when you were out of condition it had been a long way’ (emphasis added 244): here the tense of the last verbs seems to be out of place because it suggests that the action is over, while Frederic is still rowing. A logical translation would be: ‘Het was geen grote afstand om te roeien maar wanneer je niet in conditie was, was het een heel eind’ but here there is no colloquialness in the use of the verb. Another option is ‘Het was geen grote afstand om te roeien maar wanneer je niet in conditie was, had het een heel eind geweest’ which shows the colloquialness but also seems to suggest that the action is over even though it is not. 
Wagner-Martin notes that Hemingway was good at disguising the poeticness of his work by using a simple style (108). Hemingway, among others, looks at each sentence and passage he has written and assesses whether everything was clearly said and had the appropriate effect (109). Daniel Schneider says that he read A Farewell to Arms as ‘a single, well-constructed evocation of emotion’ (qtd. in Wagner-Martin 110). He then goes on to say that the repetition of the copulative ‘to be’ and the expletive phrases ‘there were’ and ‘there was’ gives a sense of ‘endless sameness and weariness’ it is almost like a lyric poem (110). Millicent Bell also discusses these expletive phrases, saying it shows the presence of the observer which corresponds with Gibson’s observations that the repetition and sentence structure, among others, show that Frederic merely observes and states facts. In the first chapter while describing the scene, Hemingway uses a lot of expletive phrases: ‘There was fighting…’, ‘There was much traffic…’, ‘There were big guns…’, etc. (3), the chapter consists of less than two pages but has ten of these phrases. The danger here is that while translating, the enumeration of ‘er was/waren’ can be bothersome to read because the phrase is repeated so often in a short fragment. A translator needs to either keep the structure of the source text and accept this or break up the phrase. If a translator chooses not to translate all these phrases he can do so in places where they are uncommon in Dutch but not in English: ‘er waren kleine grijze auto’s die voorbij kwamen’ as a translation of ‘there were small motor cars that passed’(4) is not uncommon but in the case of ‘there was an officer on the seat’(4) the translation ‘er zat een officier op de stoel’ will be preferred over ‘er was een officier op de stoel’. 
As both Wagner-Martin and John Reardon point out, Hemingway also uses silences in A Farewell to Arms. In the words of Reardon: ‘There are places…when action suddenly ceases and one concentrates on the fulfilling moment…’ (qtd. in Wagner-Martin 111). These silences often occur near the end of a book to sharpen the reader’s understanding and to let them recollect their attention for the next more active part of the story (112). For example, when Catherine and Frederic escape and they are nearing the Swiss shore: ‘It was clear  daylight now a fine rain was falling. The wind was still blowing outside up the lake and we could see the tops of the white-caps going away from us up the lake. I was sure we were in Switzerland now. There were many houses back in the trees from the shore and up the shore a way was a village with stone houses, some villas on the hills and a church’ (246). After their heavy night of rowing and before being arrested this is a description of the peaceful scenery they are seeing at that moment. The poeticness of the scene could show in the choice of how to translate ‘blow’, for example. A few options are: ‘waaide’, ‘woei’, ‘blies’. ‘Blies’ I feel, is least appropriate because it refers more to breathing or blowing away and ‘waaide’ does not really add anything to the picture, it is merely a matter of fact while ‘woei’ has a more poetic feel to it and is therefore best in this context. There is also a rhythm that should be maintained by not changing the order of the sentence. The rhythm can go as follows: The wind was still blowing, outside up the lake, and we could see the tops, of the white-caps, going away from us, up the lake. Michael Reynolds notes that the rhythm of the words gives emphasis to the imagery and is at least as important as the words (56). Milton Azevedo also notes that sentence structure and word order is important for visualization because it enables the reader to see one thing after another until all the pieces of the sentence form a complete picture (40). 
There are several examples of stream-of-consciousness in the novel: although Frederic tells most of the story without much emotion, he sometimes suffers from troubling and uncontrollable outflow (Dodman 252). The streams, as the name suggests, are flows with emotion that have a rhythm to it. One example is when Frederic gets hit: ‘I tried to breathe but my breath would not come and I felt my self rush bodily out of myself and out and out and out and all the time bodily in the wind. I went out swiftly, all of myself, and I knew I was dead and that it had all been a mistake to think you just died. Then I floated, and instead of going on I felt myself slide back. I breathed and I was back’ (51). Here the use of the simple verb ‘went’ can be difficult to translate because of the ambiguity of its meaning. A possible translation of ‘went out’ can be ‘gleed weg’. However, since the source text does not say ‘flowed out’ this would be a more interpretative translation but a translation such as ‘Ik ging eruit’ may sound too simplistic in Dutch and does not have the poetic feel the original has. ‘Go out’ can also mean ‘die’ or ‘pass away’ (VanDale) which is obviously what is meant in this context and I would choose a translation such as ‘Ik ging heen’ which is more poetic than ‘stierf’ but also less obviously about dying (as opposed to ‘sterven’, even though we know that ‘dying’ is meant in this context). 
	Another aspect that is present in the novel and is discussed by Gary Harrington, is the wordplay which is used. One example can be seen when Frederic is playing billiards with Count Greffi and the count says ‘Mr. Britling Sees Through It’ (232) to which Frederic responds: ‘No he doesn't.... He doesn't see through it’. Frederic is ‘secretly’ making fun of the mistake the Count makes in recalling the title of Mr. Britling Sees It Through by H.G. Wells (Harrington 61). Translating this joke into Dutch is quite difficult. I have only been able to find one Dutch translation of the book mentioned, namely Meneer Britling translated by A. Moresco in 1919 for the publisher Em. Querido in Amsterdam (dbnl). This title has not even taken the ‘sees it through’ into account and a translator has to decide whether to make up their own title to get across the joke or to work with the real Dutch title. I would say a combination of the two would be best: use the Dutch title and then add a translation of the rest of the original title. The Dutch title would then be Meneer Britling heeft het door which will then be followed by Frederic saying ‘Nee dat heeft hij niet’. The joke will not have a double meaning the way it does for the source audience but part of the joke will still be maintained this way.
	Another example of wordplay occurs when Frederic and Catherine go to the horse races with some friends and bet on a horse named Light For Me (119). According to Harrington this could refer to Catherine’s weight and the fact that Frederic bets on that horse shows that he focuses a lot on Catherine’s physique more than on the emotional part of the relationship (this physical rather than emotional emotion is also mentioned by Scott Donaldson 288). Of course she is at this stage still light but she will become heavier because of her pregnancy (which is perhaps why the horse loses: Catherine will no longer be light for Frederic) (63). This may seem a little farfetched were it not for the fact that Catherine does keep mentioning that she worries about her becoming big but will soon be thin for Frederic again (see page 265 and 270, for example). A possible translation is ‘Mijn Licht’ which would suggest a more romantic aspect: Catherine is the light of Frederic’s life. Yet their relationship has always been quite physical, at least for Frederic: even when Catherine is being operated, Frederic asks if the scar will flatten out (288). Therefore I feel it would be better to translate the horse’s name with ‘Licht Voor Mij’ which maintains the ambiguous interpretation of the original name. 













The object of the study of dialogue (or direct speech) consists of two components: its relationship to spoken language i.e. orality and the fact that it is created by an author and/or translator meaning it is fictional orality (Brumme and Espunya 7). Goetsch says about orality that it is ‘always feigned and therefore a part of a writer’s style and often also of the intended strategy of a specific author’ (qtd. in Brumme and Espunya 12). Fictional orality is realized with techniques described as simulation or mimesis on the one hand and evocation on the other (Brumme and Espunya 7-8). Simulation or mimesis obviously means trying to imitate spoken language whereas evocation is explained as ‘all the linguistic signs in the text that cannot be directly reduced to the representative function of language’ (Brumme and Espunya 12-13). 
	Because the dialogue is fictive, techniques must be used to compensate for differences in parameters that occur in real speech (e.g. face-to-face interaction, simultaneity of speech, and organization and structure). In novels, two basic techniques are used: the first has to do with the layout of the text on the page, i.e. ‘the separation of the narrator’s discourse from the characters’ direct speech and the paragraph breaks signalling consecutive turns’. The second technique involves punctuation marks which separate direct speech from the reporting utterance (Brumme and Espunya 16-17). Authors may follow these traditional techniques but they can also experiment and innovative by blending the characters’ direct speech with the narrator’s discourse, for example. Translators in their turn can either adopt these new techniques, showing that they are aware of the author’s intention, or they may adhere to the traditional techniques and undo or play down the innovative technique (Brumme and Espunya 17). Brumme and Espunya also discuss the fact that fictive dialogue is a type of discourse where ‘the social, historical and personal background of the narrator and of the characters can be constructed through the interplay of standard and non-standard varieties of a language’ (20). A variation in dialogue of a character may be linked to certain behaviours and values of that character and it can signal a social distance that separates the narrator or a character from other characters but it may also signal a bond between characters and therefore either raise a reader’s sympathy or alienate them from a character (Brumme and Espunya 20). 
	Variation may cause problems for translators both for technical and social reasons. As Brumme and Espunya point out ‘it is rarely possible to draw correspondences between the geographical and the social varieties of the source and target societies’ (21). Furthermore, the acceptability of non-standard varieties and their use for characterization purposes varies between the different literary target audiences (because of the difference in time or differences between cultures). Therefore translators use different strategies that range from completely neutralizing the non-standard varieties to preserving it to various degrees (Brumme and Espunya 20). Pronunciation is another aspect of fictive dialogue which forms a problem. Firstly, the authors themselves are restricted by the fact that the speech is written but also by the literary norms of their society. Some examples of non-standard spelling are: pronunciation spellings (e.g. ‘that’ written as ‘dat’), eye dialect (e.g. ‘enuff’ instead of ‘enough’), and respellings (e.g. ‘gonna’ instead of ‘going to’). Translated works are often more conservative when it comes to translating non-standard forms of pronunciation but by turning the speech to standard spelling, the translator may alter the character and turn him into an educated person, for example, whereas the author had made him uneducated which showed in the character’s speech in the source text (Brumme and Espunya 22-23). The same goes for emotions that are part of a character and which are expressed through cursing, for example: the intensity of the curse words is sometimes diminished by the translator or the publishers of translations which thereby may alter the character in the target text.
	Anna Espunya talks about the syntax, especially sentence connection, of fictive orality and states that ‘spontaneous discourse is less explicitly structured, more aggregative and additive in nature, and with a preference for juxtaposition and coordination as sentence connection mechanisms, whereas planned discourse is more explicitly structured and articulated, so that subordination is more frequent’ (qtd. in Brumme and Espunya 24). Another strategy used to indicate spontaneous discourse is mentioned by Mario Vargas Llosa: the use of turn-taking markers points to the constant and unplanned interaction of speech (qtd. in Brumme and Espunya 41). An author can then choose whether to use a more planned discourse or to choose a more ‘realistic’ spontaneous discourse and, again,  a translator may or may not adopt the variety the author has chosen. The fact that even small varieties are important, becomes clear by the following quote: ‘If there were a comma after tú everything would go to hell and my months of work on these pages would not have any value’ (qtd. in Brumme and Espunya 43). This shows that even small changes in the translation alter the intended meaning of a text and therefore the  reception of the  source reader will be different from the reception of a target reader.
A Farewell to Arms takes place in countries where the language spoken is foreign to Frederic and in this case that affects the speech in the novel: there is dialogue between Italians, English-speaking characters, and Italians and English-speaking characters. Because of his accent while speaking Italian, Frederic is mistaken for a German, Frenchman, and a South American among others. Frederic learns his Italian while being in the army in Italy and even though Hemingway was also stationed in Italy he was not nearly as fluent as Frederic. Cirino mentions three techniques which Hemingway uses to portray the Italian speech in the novel (45). First of all, he makes sure the reader knows in which language the dialogue occurs this is important to Hemingway because it affects the authenticity of story: this is incorporated into the novel many times ‘the captain spoke pidgin Italian (7), ‘the Englishman broke into voluble and perfect Italian’(54), etc. Secondly, he uses literal translation: ‘Nothing baby, nothing’ (39) seems a strange but is the literal translation of the Italian phrase ‘niente’ (coming from ’di niente’) thus again making clear that the ‘actual’ conversation is in Italian. Lastly, he sometimes translates American phrases to Italian but this does not work quite that well as can be seen in the following example: ‘They asked me if we would declare war on Turkey. I said it was doubtful. Turkey, I said, was our national bird but the joke translated so badly…’ (70). Unfortunately, the same can be said about Dutch where the joke would also not be translatable: ‘Turkey’ in English can mean the country but also the bird but this is not the case in Dutch. A translator can either translate the passage as it is and a target reader who knows that he is reading a translation and has some knowledge of English may still get the joke but then for many readers who do not have this knowledge it may be confusing. Therefore I feel it is, unfortunately, better to leave out the joke (i.e. ‘Turkey, I said, was our national bird but the joke translated so badly…’) completely. 
As stated above, one of the techniques used by Hemingway is the translation of Italian words into English: these will sound a little strange because they are not used in normal English speech but they are not that strange that it will no longer be understandable to the reader. One of the examples is the phrase ‘just as you like’. When Rocca, an officer, tells the priest a story that Rinaldi rejects as implausible, Rocca responds, ‘Just as you like’(37). The expression seems weird but comes from the Italian ‘come vuoi’ meaning, in this case, ‘think whatever you want/have it your way’ (Cirino 50). This phrase can be translated as ‘wat jij wilt’ which is right in meaning but this sounds normal in Dutch and not as a literal translation. ‘Hoe jij het wilt’ may therefore be a good solution because it is right in meaning but does sound as a translation because of ‘hoe’ (‘come’).
	Another example of an English translation of an Italian phrase that may prove difficult to translate to Dutch is the term ‘dogfish’: Gino, who heads the ambulance unit during Frederic’s absence, updates Frederic on the war effort, and tells him that there are food shortages because ‘The dogfish are selling it somewhere else’ (165). In English, ‘dogfish’ refers to small sharks, in Italian it not only refers to the small sharks, it is also slang for war profiteers, which is what Gino means (Cirino 52). According to Robert Lewis readers may not know the Italian reference but the term still serves to show Frederic’s knowledge of the language and ‘his awareness of the metaphoric basis of language and of the difference between what seems to be and what actually is’ (qtd. in Cirino 52). Readers will at least recognize ‘dogfish’ as a negative description, possibly because of the dog part, and not the reference to the animal. To bring this across in Dutch is more difficult: preferably we do not want to lose the term because it shows Frederic’s knowledge of Italian but ‘De hondshaaien’ does not sound as negative as ‘dogfish’. A translator could change ‘de’ into ‘die’ to make the expression sound more attacking or decide to change it into ‘de (vuile) honden’ for example, which is right in meaning but does give up on the term. I would probably choose ‘die hondshaaien’ because I find the Italian reference, in a novel where the foreign setting is so important, to have enough value to be put into a translation even if the target reader does not understand the double meaning.
Hemingway uses pidgin Italian in the novel to show the lack of fluency (Cirino 49). Sometimes this is made clear in the text as is the case in the example: ‘The captain spoke pidgin Italian…in order that I might understand perfectly, that nothing should be lost’ (7). When the captain speaks, readers understand what the narrator means: the captain tells Frederic, ‘Priest to-day with girls’ and ‘Priest not with girls’ and then ‘Priest every night five against one’ (7).’ In other examples this technique is used but not specifically stated. When the barman tells Frederic that he will be arrested in the morning, Frederic says ‘What do you say to do?’ (236): at this point he is panicking and he wants to speak so that he is as clear as possible because no time can be lost, even though he does not sound completely fluent. There is a certain rhythm in the sentence because of the repetition of the verb ‘do’. ‘Wat raad je aan te doen?’ is a possible translation because this is basically what Frederic means but the simple verb ‘do’ has been turned into the more complex ‘advise/suggest’. The repetition of the verb does not seem manageable in the translation so the translation ‘wat moet ik doen?’ may also be used but with a translation such as ‘wat zeg je te doen?’ that the simplicity of the source text stays intact.  
However, on most other occasions Frederic does not speak like in this manner and Norman Grebstein notes that Frederic’s Italian has ‘a certain formality of expression which hints at the protagonist’s…concentration in speaking the language correctly’ (qtd. in Cirino 49).  The Italian English is often somewhat more formal and ‘do not’ will sometimes be used as opposed to ‘don’t which is a difference a translator cannot bring across in Dutch that way. In their book, Leech and Short discuss politeness and formality in dialogue saying that the politeness goes with a formal rather than a colloquial vocabulary and syntax that tends towards rhetorical formalism and because of the studied linguistic choices suggest lack of spontaneity (252). A clear example in the novel can be seen in the following fragment: ‘The Englishman broke into voluble and perfect Italian. “Now everything is arranged... We will take over the two cars...” He broke off, “I must do something about getting you out of here. I’ll see the medical wallahs. We’ll take you back with us.”’ (54). In Italian the Englishman uses a more formal ‘we will’, in English the more informal and colloquial ‘we’ll’. In Dutch this is difficult to bring across and a translation will either have to ignore the difference or present the (in)formality in another element in the sentence. In this case, a translator could let the Englishman address Frederic with ‘je’ as opposed to ‘u’ (Frederic is a lieutenant after all) to bring across the informality.
	In contrast with the Italian English, there is the English spoken by British/American characters while talking to each other. This will often be less formal as we have seen in the example above, more colloquial, and filled with terms such as ‘bloody’. An example of the way English speaking characters talk to each other can be seen in a scene where Frederic picks up a soldier: initially they speak in Italian but then the soldier says ‘You speak English’ (33). When they find out they are both American they start speaking in rather rough and colloquial English with sentences such as: ‘How you like this goddamn war?’, ‘I knew you was an American’, and ‘Don’t I talk Italian good enough?’ (33). It is important to bring the ‘colloquialness’ into the translation without making it annoying to read by making it too ungrammatical. In some cases the colloquialness can be brought across: ‘Don’t I talk Italian good enough?’, for example, can be translated as ‘Praat ik geen goed genoeg Italiaans?’. In the case of ‘I knew you was an American’ some of the informality can be brought across by having the soldier address Frederic with ‘je’ but the colloquial use of the verb ‘was’ cannot be brought across. This shows what Brumme and Espunya mean with the fact that it is rarely possible to draw correspondences between the geographical and the social varieties of the source and target societies.
	Finally, Catherine’s speech is also quite interesting to read and translate. Catherine is often described as simple, a little crazy, naïve, and submissive (Owens-Murphy 96) and this often makes her vulnerable (Dekker and Harris 317). She uses what Leech and Short call cliché expressions such as ‘it’s just terrific’ and ‘it’s great fun’ and also often tag questions (131). She uses tag questions in, for example ‘You won't do our things with another girl…will you?’ (292) or ‘You are happy, aren’t you?’ (105). The tag questions are hard to translate in the sense that in Dutch we do not repeat the verb but rather use ‘hè?’ or ‘toch?’, for example. In English, you could also use ‘right?’ but this sounds more demanding whereas Catherine is vulnerable and submissive and seems to seek affirmation. In that sense, ‘hè’ or ‘toch’ alone may have a tone that is too demanding but this can become less by adding ‘nee’, for example, as in ‘nee toch?’ which makes it sound more like she is asking for affirmation, not demanding it. Another example of her speech is the sentence ‘I’m a good girl again’ (138). Here we face the problem of the different meanings the word ‘good’ can have since it is a such a common word. A possible translation is ‘Ik ben weer lief’ because this is essentially what Catherine means, however, she has just commented on Frederic’s choice of hotel saying she feels like a whore there and considering her submissiveness a translation such as ‘Ik ben weer braaf’ or ‘Ik ben weer een braaf meisje’ fits her character better.

Part four: Annotated translation





Hoofdstuk 1 (pagina 3-4)
In de nazomer van dat jaar woonden we in een huis in een dorpje dat uitkeek over de rivier en de vlakte naar de bergen​[2]​. In de bedding van de rivier​[3]​ lagen er kiezelsteentjes en keien, droog en wit in de zon, en het water was helder en bewoog snel en blauw in de kanalen. Troepen passeerden het huis en liepen over de weg en het stof dat ze op deden waaien bepoederden de bladeren van de bomen. De stammen​[4]​ van de bomen waren ook stoffig en de bladeren vielen vroeg dat jaar en we zagen de troepen over de weg marcheren en het stof oprijzen en de bladeren, geroerd door het briesje, vallen en de soldaten marcheren en naderhand de weg kaal en wit afgezien van de bladeren.
	De vlakte had veel gewassen; er waren vele boomgaarden met fruitbomen en achter de vlakte waren de bergen bruin en kaal. Er werd​[5]​ gevochten in de bergen en ’s avonds konden we de flitsen van de artillerie zien. In het donker leek het op weerlicht, maar de nachten waren koel en het voelde niet alsof er een storm op komst was.
	Soms hoorden we in het donker de troepen onder het raam marcheren en kanonnen​[6]​ langsgaan, voortgetrokken door tractors. Er was vele​[7]​ verkeer ’s avonds en veel ezels op de wegen met dozen ammunitie aan beide kanten van hun pakzadels en grijze vrachtwagens die mannen vervoerden, en andere vrachtwagens met ladingen overdekt met canvas die langzamer in het verkeer voortbewogen. Er waren ook grote kanonnen die gedurende de dag passeerden, voortgetrokken door tractors, de lange lopen van de kanonnen bedekt met groene takken en groene takken met bladeren en wijnstokken geplaatst over de tractors​[8]​. In het noorden konden we over een vallei uitkijken en een bos van kastanjebomen zien en daarachter nog een berg aan deze kant van de rivier. Om die berg werd er ook gevochten, maar het was niet erg succesvol, en in de herfst toen de regentijd aanbrak, vielen de bladeren allemaal van de kastanjebomen en waren de takken kaal en de stammen zwart van de regen. De wijngaarden waren ook schraal en hadden kale takken en heel het land nat en bruin en dood door de herfst. Er waren nevels boven de rivier en wolken boven de berg en de vrachtwagens spatten modder op de weg en de troepen waren modderig en nat in hun capes; hun geweren waren nat en onder hun capes bolden de twee leren patroondoosjes aan de voorkant van hun riemen, grijze leren doosjes zwaar door de bundels magazijnen van dunne, lange 6,5 mm patronen, op onder de capes zodat de mannen, die op de weg voorbij liepen, marcheerden alsof ze zes maanden zwanger waren.
	Er waren kleine grijze auto’s die erg snel voorbij gingen; gewoonlijk zat er een officier op de stoel bij de chauffeur en meer officieren op de achterbank. Ze spatten nog meer modder dan de vrachtwagens zelfs​[9]​ en als een van de officieren op de achterbank erg klein was en tussen twee generaals zat, hijzelf zo klein dat je zijn gezicht niet kon zien maar alleen de bovenkant van zijn hoed en zijn smalle rug, en als de auto extra hard ging, was het waarschijnlijk de koning. Hij woonde in Udine en kwam bijna iedere dag deze kant op om te kijken hoe de zaken ervoor stonden, en de zaken stonden er erg slecht voor.
	Aan het begin van de winter kwam de constante regen en met de regen kwam de cholera. Maar het werd ingetoomd en uiteindelijk stierven er in het leger slechts zevenduizend aan.

Hoofdstuk 2 (pagina 5-9)
Het jaar daarop waren er vele overwinningen. De berg die achter de vallei lag en de helling van de heuvel waar het kastanjebos groeide was veroverd en er waren overwinningen achter de vlakte op het plateau in het zuiden en we staken de rivier over in augustus en woonden in een huis in Gorizia dat een fontein had en vele dikke schaduwrijke bomen in een ommuurde tuin en een blauweregen paars aan de zijkant van het huis. Nu werd er gevochten in de volgende berg nog geen mijl​[10]​ verder. Het stadje was erg prettig en ons huis was erg mooi​[11]​. De rivier stroomde achter ons en het stadje was erg vaardig veroverd maar de bergen erachter konden niet veroverd worden en ik was erg blij dat de Oostenrijkers ooit naar dit stadje terug leken te willen komen, mocht de oorlog eindigen, want ze bombardeerden het niet om het te vernietigen maar slechts een beetje op een militaire manier. Mensen leefden er in verder en er waren ziekenhuizen en cafés en artillerie in zijstraatjes en twee bordelen, een voor troepen en een voor officieren, en met het einde van de zomer, de koele nachten, het vechten in de bergen achter het stadje, het granaat getekende ijzer van de spoorbrug, de ingestorte tunnel bij de rivier waar er gevochten was, de bomen rond het plein en de lange laan bomen die naar het plein leidde; dit samen met het feit dat er meiden in het stadje waren, de koning in zijn auto langsrijdt, soms zag je nu zijn gezicht en een klein lichaam met een lange nek en grijze baard zoals het sikje van een geit; dit alles samen met het plotselinge binnenste van huizen die een muur hadden verloren door granaten, met pleister en puin in hun tuintjes en soms op de straat, en het feit dat alles goed ging op de Carso​[12]​ zorgden ervoor dat de herfst heel anders was dan de vorige herfst dat we op het platteland waren. De oorlog was ook veranderd.
	 Het bos met eiken op de berg achter het stadje was weg. Het bos was groen geweest in de zomer toen we in het stadje waren aangekomen maar nu waren er stompen en de gebroken stammen en de grond opengereten en op een dag aan het einde van de herfst toen ik liep waar het eikenbos was geweest, zag ik een wolk over de berg komen. Hij kwam erg snel en de zon werd dof geel en doen was alles grijs en de lucht was bewolkt en de wolk kwam op de berg neer en plots zaten we er in en het was sneeuw. De sneeuw viel schuin in de wind, de kale grond was bedekt, de stompen van de bomen staken uit, er zat sneeuw op de geweren en er waren paden in de sneeuw die terugliepen naar de latrines achter de loopgraven.
	Later, in het stadje, keek ik hoe de sneeuw viel, terwijl ik uit het raam van het bordeel keek, het bordeel voor officieren, waar ik met een vriend en twee glazen een fles Asti dronk, en, terwijl we naar de sneeuw keken die langzaam en zwaar viel, wisten we dat het allemaal over was voor dat jaar. Verderop bij de rivier waren de bergen niet veroverd; geen van de bergen voorbij de rivier was veroverd. Dat bleef allemaal over voor volgend jaar. Mijn vriend zag de priester van onze mess langskomen op straat, voorzichtig lopend in de sneeuwprut, en bonsde op het raam om zijn aandacht te trekken. De priester keek op. Hij zag ons en glimlachte. Mijn vriend gebaarde hem binnen te komen. De priester schudde zijn hoofd en ging verder. Die avond in de mess na het spaghetti gerecht, dat iedereen erg snel en serieus opat, door de spaghetti op de vork omhoog te brengen tot de losse slierten los​[13]​ hingen en het in de mond lieten zakken, of anders door het constant omhoog te brengen en het de mond in te zuigen, terwijl we onszelf hielpen aan de wijn uit de met gras bedekte vier liter​[14]​ fles: hij hing in een ijzeren mandje en je trok de hals van de fles naar beneden met de wijsvinger en de wijn, helder rood, scherp​[15]​ en heerlijk, werd in het glas geschonken dat met dezelfde hand vastgehouden werd; na dit gerecht, begon de kapitein de priester te pesten.
	De priester was jong en bloosde snel en droeg een uniform net als wij maar met een donkerrood fluwelen kruis boven de linker borstzak van zijn grijze tuniek. De kapitein sprak pidgin Italiaans in mijn twijfelachtige voordeel zodat ik het perfect kon begrijpen, dat er niets verloren zou gaan.
	‘Priester van-daag​[16]​ met meisjes,’ zei de kapitein terwijl hij naar mij en de priester keek. De priester glimlachte en bloosde en schudde zijn hoofd. De kapitein treiterde hem vaak.
	‘Niet waar?’ vroeg de kapitein. ‘Van-daag zie ik priester met meisjes.’
	‘Nee,’ zei de priester. De andere officieren waren geamuseerd door de treiterij.
	‘Priester niet met meisjes,’ ging de kapitein verder. ‘Priester nooit met meisjes,’ legde hij me uit. Hij pakte mijn glas en vulde het, terwijl hij constant naar mij keek, maar de preister niet uit het oog verloor.
	‘Priester iedere nacht vijf tegen één.’ Iedereen aan de tafel lachte. ‘Begrijp je​[17]​? Priester iedere nacht vijf tegen één.’ Hij maakte een gebaar en lachte luid. De priester accepteerde het als een grapje.
	‘De paus wil dat de Oostenrijkers de oorlog winnen,’ zei de majoor. ‘Hij houdt van Frans Josef. Daar komt het geld vandaan. Ik ben een atheïst.’
	‘Heb je​[18]​ ooit de Black Pig gelezen?’ vroeg de luitenant. ‘Ik geef je een exemplaar. Het bracht mijn geloof aan het wankelen.’
	‘Het is een obsceen en smerig boek,’ zei de priester. ‘U vindt het niet daadwerkelijk leuk.’
	‘Het is zeer kostbaar,’ zei de luitenant. ‘Het vertelt je over die priesters. Je zal het leuk vinden,’ zei hij tegen mij. Ik glimlachte naar de priester en hij glimlachte terug over het kaarslicht. ‘Niet lezen,’ zei hij.
	‘Ik zorg dat je het krijgt,’ zei de luitenant.
	‘Alle weldenkende mannen zijn atheïsten,’ zei de majoor. ‘Ik geloof echter niet in de vrijmetselarij.’
	‘Ik geloof in de vrijmetselarij,’ zei de luitenant. ‘Het is een nobele organisatie.’ Er kwam iemand binnen en terwijl de deur opende, kon ik de sneeuw zien vallen.
	‘Er zal geen offensief meer zijn nu dat de sneeuw is gekomen,’ zei ik.
	‘Zeker niet,’ zei de majoor. ‘Je moet maar met verlof gaan. Je moet naar Rome gaan, Napels, Sicilië‘
	‘Hij moet Amalfi bezoeken,’ zei de luitenant. ‘Ik zal kaarten voor je schrijven naar mijn familie in Amalfi. Ze zullen van je houden als van een zoon.’
	‘Hij zou naar Palermo moeten gaan.’
	‘Hij moet naar Capri gaan.’
	‘Ik zou graag willen dat u de Abruzzen ziet gaat en mijn familie bezoekt in Capracotta,’ zei de priester.
	‘Hoor hem nou praten over de Abruzzen. Daar is meer sneeuw dan hier. Hij wil geen boeren zien. Laat hem naar centra van cultuur en beschaving gaan.’
	‘Hij moet goede meisjes hebben. Ik geef je het adres van plekken in Napels. Mooie jonge meisjes – begeleidt door hun moeders. Ha! Ha! Ha!’ de kapitein spreidde zijn hand open, de duim omhoog en de vingers uitgespreid zoals wanneer je schaduwfiguren maakt. Er was een schaduw van zijn hand op de muur. Hij sprak weer in pidgin Italiaans. ‘Je gaat weg zoals dit,’ hij wees naar de duim, ‘en komt zo terug,’ hij raakte de pink aan. Iedereen lachte.
	‘Kijk,’ zei de kapitein. Hij spreidde zijn hand weer. Wederom maakte het kaarslicht zijn schaduwen op de muur. Hij begon met de duim die omhoog was en benoemde in die volgorde de duim en vier vingers, ‘soto-tenente ( de duim), tenente (eerste vinger), capitano (volgende vinger), maggiore (naast de pink) en tenente-colonello (de pink). Je gaat weg soto-tenente! Je komt terug soto-colonello!’ Ze lachten allemaal. De kapitein had veel succes met zijn vingerspelletjes. Hij keek naar de priester en schreeuwde, ‘Iedere nacht priester vijf tegen één!’ Ze lachten weer allemaal.
	‘Je moet meteen met verlof gaan,’ zei de majoor.
	‘Ik zou graag met je meegaan en je dingen laten zien,’ zei de luitenant.
	‘Neem een grammofoon​[19]​ mee wanneer je terugkomt.’ 
	‘Neem goede opera disks mee.’
	‘Neem Caruso mee.’
	‘Niet Caruso. Hij brult.’
	‘Wou je niet dat je kon brullen zoals hij?’
	‘Hij brult. Ik zeg dat hij brult!’
	‘Ik zou het fijn vinden als u naar de Abruzzen gaat,’ zei de priester. De anderen waren aan het schreeuwen. ‘Je kunt er goed jagen. U zou de mensen mogen en hoewel het er koud is, is het helder en droog. U zou bij mijn familie kunnen verblijven. Mijn vader is een bekend jager.’
	‘Kom,’ zei de kapitein. ‘We gaan naar hoerenhuis voor het dichtgaat.’
	‘Goedenacht,’ zei ik tegen de priester.
	‘Goedenacht,’ zei hij.

Hoofdstuk 3 (pagina 13)
Ik was niet naar zo’n plek geweest maar alleen naar de rook van cafés en nachten waarop de kamer ronddraaide en je naar de muur moest kijken om het te stoppen, nachten in bed, dronken, wanneer je wist dat dat alles was wat er was, en de vreemde opwinding van het wakker worden en niet weten wie er bij je was, en de wereld totaal onwerkelijk in het donker en zo opwindend dat je opnieuw moest beginnen weer onwetend en zonder je er iets van aan te trekken in de nacht, overtuigd dat dit alles en alles en alles was en zonder je er iets van aan te trekken. Het je plotseling wel aan te trekken en te slapen er ‘s ochtends soms mee wakker te worden en alles wat er was geweest weg en alles scherp en hard en helder en soms een discussie over de prijs. Soms nog steeds aangenaam en innig en warm en ontbijt en lunch. Soms alle vriendelijkheid weg en blij weer op straat te staan maar altijd weer een nieuwe dag en dan nog een nacht.


Hoofdstuk 7 (pagina 32-34)
Ik kwam de volgende middag terug van onze eerste bergpost en stopte de auto bij de smistimento waar de gewonden en de zieken werden ingedeeld door hun papieren en de papieren bedoelt voor de verschillende ziekenhuizen. Ik had gereden en ik zat in de auto en de chauffeur nam de papieren mee naar binnen. Het was een warme dag en de lucht was erg helder en blauw en de weg was wit en stoffig. Ik zat op de hoge stoel van de Fiat en dacht aan niets. Een regiment kwam voorbij op de weg en ik keek terwijl ze langskwamen. De mannen hadden het heet en zweetten. Sommige droegen hun stalen helmen maar de meeste hadden ze aan hun rugzak hangen. De meeste helmen waren te groot en kwamen bijna over de oren van de mannen die ze droegen. De officieren droegen allemaal helmen: beter passende helmen. Het was de helft van de brigata Basilicata. Ik herkende ze aan hun rood-en witgestreepte kraagteken. Er waren achterblijvers die langskwamen lang nadat het regiment was gepasseerd – mannen die hun peloton niet bij konden houden. Ze waren zweterig, stoffig en moe. Sommigen zagen er behoorlijk slecht uit. Een soldaat kwam langs na de laatste achterblijver. Hij liep mank. Hij stopte en ging langs de weg zitten. Ik kwam naar beneden en ging ernaar toe.
	‘Wat is er aan de hand?’
	Hij keek me aan en stond toen op.
	‘Ik ga al verder.’
	‘Wat is het probleem?’
	‘-​[20]​ de oorlog.’
	‘Wat is er mis met je​[21]​ been?’
	‘Het is niet mijn been. Ik heb een breuk.’
	‘Waarom rij je niet mee met het transport?’ vroeg ik. ‘Waarom ga je niet naar het ziekenhuis?’
	‘Dat zullen ze niet toestaan. De luitenant zei dat ik de breukband met opzet heb laten glippen.’
	‘Laat me eens voelen.’
	‘Het steekt helemaal uit.’
	‘Aan welke kant zit het?’
	‘Hier.’
	Ik voelde het.
	‘Hoest eens,’ zei ik.
	‘Ik ben bang dat dat het groter zal maken. Het is al twee keer zo groot als vanochtend.’
	‘Ga zitten,’ zei ik. ‘Als ik de papieren voor deze gewonden heb, zal ik je meenemen en je afzetten bij je medische officieren.’
	‘Hij zal zeggen dat ik het met opzet heb gedaan.’
	‘Ze kunnen niets doen,’ zei ik. ‘Het is geen wond. Je hebt het al eerder gehad, toch?’
	‘Maar ik ben de breukband verloren.’
	‘Ze zullen je naar een ziekenhuis sturen.’
	‘Kan ik niet hier blijven, Tenente?’
	‘Nee, ik heb geen papieren voor je.’
	De chauffeur kwam de deur uit met de papieren voor de gewonden in de auto.
	‘Vier voor 105. Twee voor 132,’ zei hij. Het waren ziekenhuizen aan de andere kant van de rivier.
	‘Rij jij​[22]​ maar,’ zei ik. Ik hielp de soldaat met de breuk in de stoel bij ons.
	‘Spreek je​[23]​ Engels?’ vroeg hij.
	‘Zeker.’
	‘Wat vind jij van deze verdomde oorlog?’
	‘Verrot.’
	‘Het is zeker verrot. Jezus Christus, het is zeker verrot.’
	‘Zat je in de States​[24]​?’
	‘Tuurlijk. In Pittsburgh. Ik wist dat je ‘n​[25]​ Amerikaan was.’
	‘Wat, praat ik niet goed genoeg Italiaans?’	
	‘Ik wist wel dat je ‘n Amerikaan was.’
	‘Nog een Amerikaan,’ zei de chauffeur in het Italiaans terwijl hij naar de herniaman keek.
	‘Hé, luitenant​[26]​. Moet je me echt naar dat regiment brengen?’
	‘Ja.’
	‘Want de kapitein-arts wist dat ik deze breuk had. Ik heb die verdomde breukband weggegooid zodat het erg zou worden en ik niet weer naar de linie hoefde.’
	‘Ik begrijp ‘m.’
	‘Kan je me niet naar ’n andere plek brengen?’
	‘Als het dichter bij het front was, zou ik je naar een eerste medische post kunnen brengen. Maar hier moet je papieren hebben.’
	‘Als ik terugga, zullen ze me dwingen me te laten opereren en dan zullen ze me heel de tijd in de linie zetten.’
	Ik dacht erover na.
	‘Jij zou toch niet heel de tijd in linie willen staan, toch?’ vroeg hij.
	‘Nee.’
	‘Jezus Christus, is ’t geen verdomde oorlog?’
	‘Luister,’ zei ik. ‘Stap uit en val bij de weg en zorg ervoor dat je een bult op je hoofd krijgt en dan pik ik je op op onze weg terug en breng je naar een ziekenhuis. We stoppen bij de weg hier, Aldo.’ We stopten aan de kant van de weg. Ik hielp hem eruit.
	
Hoofdstuk 9 (pagina 51)
Ik at het laatste van mijn stuk kaas en nam een slok wijn. Door de andere herrie heen hoorde ik een kuch, toen kwam het tjoe-tjoe-tjoe-tjoe​[27]​ - toen was er een flits zoals wanneer de deur van een hoogoven open wordt geslingerd, en een brul die wit begon en rood werd en verder en verder ging in een stormachtige wind. Ik probeerde te ademen maar mijn adem wilde niet komen en ik voelde mezelf ruw uit mezelf gaan en uit en uit en uit en all die tijd ruw in de wind. Ik ging snel heen, helemaal, en ik wist dat ik dood was en dat het een vergissing was te denken dat je gewoon dood ging. Toen zweefde ik, en in plaats van verder te gaan, voelde ik mezelf terugglijden. Ik ademde en ik was terug. De grond was opengereten en voor mijn hoofd lag een versplinterde balk hout. Tijdens de schok drong door dat ik iemand hoorde huilen. Ik dacht dat er iemand aan het gillen was. Ik probeerde te bewegen maar ik kon niet bewegen. Ik hoorde de machinegeweren en de geweren vuren aan de overkant van de rivier en langs de rivier. Er was veel gespetter en ik zag de lichtkogels omhoog gaan en uit elkaar barsten en wit zweven en rotsen die opvlogen en hoorde bommen, dit alles in een ogenblik, en toen hoorde ik dicht bij me iemand zeggen ‘Mama Mia! Oh, mama Mia!’ Ik trok en wrong en kreeg mijn benen eindelijk los en draaide me om en raakte hem aan. 

Hoofdstuk 11 (pagina 65-67)	
	‘Wat is het verschil?’
	‘Ik kan het niet gemakkelijk zeggen. Er zijn mensen die oorlog zouden voeren. In dit land zijn er velen zoals zij​[28]​. Er zijn andere mensen die geen oorlog zouden voeren.’	
	‘Maar die eerste dwingen hen het te doen.’
	‘Klopt.’
	‘En ik help ze.’
	‘U​[29]​ bent een buitenlander. U bent een patriot.’
	‘En degenen die geen oorlog zouden voeren? Kunnen zij het stoppen?’
	‘Dat weet ik niet.’
	Hij keek weer uit het raam. Ik keek naar zijn gezicht.
	‘Hebben ze het ooit kunnen stoppen?’
	‘Zij zijn niet georganiseerd om dingen te stoppen en wanneer ze georganiseerd zijn, verraden hun leiders hen.’
	‘Dus het is hopeloos?’
	‘Het is nooit hopeloos. Maar soms kan ik niet hopen. Altijd probeer ik te hopen maar soms kan ik dat niet​[30]​.’
	‘Misschien zal de oorlog voorbij gaan.’
	‘Dat hoop ik.’
	‘Wat gaat u dan doen?’
	‘Als het mogelijk is, zal ik terugkeren naar de Abruzzen.’
	Zijn bruine gezicht was plotseling erg gelukkig.
	‘U houdt van de Abruzzen?’
	‘Zeker, ik houd er erg veel van.’	
	‘Dan moet u daar heen gaan.’
	‘Ik zou te gelukkig zijn. Als ik daar kon leven en van God kon houden en Hem kon dienen.’
	‘En gerespecteerd kon worden,’ zei ik.
	‘Ja en gerespecteerd kon worden. Waarom niet?’
	‘Er is geen reden. U zou gerespecteerd moeten worden.’
	‘Het doet er niet toe. Maar daar in mijn land is er begrip voor dat een man van God kan houden. Het is geen smerig grapje.’
	‘Ik begrijp het.’	
	Hij keek me aan en glimlachte.
	‘U begrijpt het maar u houdt niet van God.’
	‘Nee.’
	‘U houdt helemaal niet van Hem?’ vroeg hij.
	‘Ik ben ‘s nachts soms bang voor Hem.’
	‘U zou van Hem moeten houden.’	
	‘Ik heb niet veel lief.’
	‘Jawel,’ zei hij. ‘Dat hebt u wel. Waar u me over vertelt ’s avonds. Dat is geen liefde. Dat is enkel passie en lust. Als je​[31]​ lief hebt dan wil je er dingen voor doen. Je wilt jezelf er voor opofferen. Je wilt dienen.’
	‘Ik heb niet lief.’
	‘Dat komt wel. Ik weet dat u lief zult​[32]​ hebben. Dan zult u gelukkig zijn.’
	‘Ik ben gelukkig. Ik ben altijd gelukkig geweest.’
	‘Dat is iets anders. Je kunt er geen weet van hebben tenzij je het hebt.’
	‘Nou,’ zei ik. ‘Als ik het ooit krijg zal ik het u vertellen.’
	‘Ik blijf te lang en spreek te veel.’ Hij was bang dat het echt zo was.
	‘Nee. Ga niet. Hoe zit het met het liefhebben van vrouwen? Als ik een vrouw echt lief zou hebben zou het dan zo gaan?’
	‘Daar weet ik niets over. Ik heb nooit van een vrouw gehouden.’
	‘En uw moeder dan?’
	‘Ja, ik zal vast wel van mijn moeder gehouden hebben.’
	‘Hebt u altijd van God gehouden?’
	‘Al vanaf dat ik een kleine jongen was.’
	‘Nou,’ zei ik. Ik wist niet wat ik moest zeggen. ‘U bent een prima jongen,’ zei ik.
	‘Ik ben inderdaad een jongen,’ zei hij. ‘Maar u noemt mij vader.’
	‘Dat is uit beleefdheid.’
	Hij glimlachte.
	‘Ik moet vertrekken, echt,’ zei hij. ‘U heeft me nergens voor nodig?’ vroeg hij hoopvol.
	‘Nee. Alleen om mee te praten.’
	‘Ik zal uw groeten doorgeven in de mess.’
	‘Dank u voor de vele fijne​[33]​ cadeaus.’
	‘Niets​[34]​.’
	‘Kom me nog eens opzoeken.’
	‘Ja. Tot ziens,’ hij klopte op mijn hand.




Hoofdstuk 34 (pagina 223-224)	
‘Dan zullen we hier niet blijven. We gaan het land uit.’
	‘Daar heb ik over nagedacht.’
	‘We gaan weg. Liefje​[35]​, je moet geen malle​[36]​ risico’s nemen. Zeg eens, hoe kwam je van Mestre naar Milaan?’
	‘Ik kwam met de trein. Ik had toen een uniform aan.’
	‘Was je toen niet in gevaar?’
	‘Niet zoveel. Ik had een oude marsorde. Ik heb de data vervalst in Mestre.’
	‘Liefje, je kunt hier ieder moment gearresteerd worden. Dat wil ik niet hebben. Het is mal zoiets te doen. Waar zouden we zijn als ze je meenamen?’
	‘Laten we er niet over nadenken. Ik ben het zat er over na te denken.’
	‘Wat zou je doen als ze je kwamen arresteren?’
	‘Ze neerschieten.’
	‘Zie je hoe mal je bent, ik laat je niet uit het hotel tot we hier weggaan.’
	‘Waar gaan we dan heen?’
	‘Doe alsjeblieft niet zo, liefje. We gaan waar je maar heen wilt. Maar zoek alsjeblieft een plek waar we gelijk heen kunnen.’
	‘Zwitserland is aan de andere kant van het meer, we kunnen daar heen gaan.’
	‘Dat zou heerlijk zijn. ‘
	Het werd bewolkt buiten en het meer werd donkerder.
	‘Ik wou dat we niet altijd als criminelen hoefden te leven,’ zei ik.
	‘Liefje, doe nou niet zo. Je hebt niet erg lang als een crimineel geleefd. En wij​[37]​ leven nooit als criminelen. We gaan een fijne tijd hebben.’
	‘Ik voel me een crimineel. Ik ben gedeserteerd uit het leger.’
	‘Liefje, wees alsjeblieft redelijk. Het is niet deserteren uit het leger. Het is het Italiaanse leger maar.´
	Ik lachte. ´Je bent een fijne meid. Laten we terug naar bed gaan. Ik voel me goed​[38]​ in bed.´

Een tijdje later zei Catherine, ´Je voelt je geen crimineel, nee toch​[39]​?’
	‘Nee,’ zei ik. ‘Niet als ik bij jou ben.’
	‘Wat ben je toch ook een malle jongen,’ zei ze. ‘Maar ik zorg wel voor je.’ Is het niet schitterend, liefje, dat ik geen last heb van ochtendmisselijkheid?’
	‘Het is fantastisch.’
	‘Je waardeert niet wat voor een goede​[40]​ vrouw je hebt. Maar dat maakt me niet uit. Ik breng je ergens heen waar ze je niet kunnen arresteren en dan zullen we een heerlijke tijd hebben.’
	‘Laten we er direct heen gaan.’
	‘Goed, liefje. Ik ga overal heen wanneer je dat wilt.’




Hoofdstuk 41 (pagina 292-293)
De dokter stond bij het bed aan de andere kant. Catherine keek me aan en glimlachte. Ik boog over het bed en begon te huilen.
	‘Arme schat,’ zei Catherine heel zachtjes. Ze zag grauw. 
	‘Het gaat goed met je, Cat,’ zei ik. ‘Het komt goed met je.’
	‘Ik ga dood,’ zei ze; wachtte toen en zei, ‘Ik haat het.’ 
Ik pakte haar hand.
	‘Raak me niet aan,’ zei ze. Ik liet haar hand los. Ze glimlachte. ‘Arme schat. Je mag me aanraken zoveel je wilt.’
	‘Het komt goed met je, Cat. Ik weet dat het goed met je komt.’
	‘Ik wilde je een brief schrijven om te hebben voor als er iets zou gebeuren, maar ik heb het niet gedaan.’
	‘Wil je dat ik een priester haal of iemand om bij je te komen?’
	‘Alleen jij,’ zei ze. Toen iets later, ‘Ik ben niet bang. Ik haat het gewoon.’
	‘U moet niet zoveel praten,’ zei de dokter.
	‘Goed,’ zei Catherine.
	‘Wil je dat ik iets doe, Cat? Kan ik iets voor je halen?’
	Catherine glimlachte, ‘Nee.’ Toen iets later, ’Je zult onze dingen toch niet met een ander meisje doen, of dezelfde dingen zeggen, nee toch?’
	‘Nooit.’
	‘Maar ik wil wel dat je andere meisjes hebt, hoor.’
	‘Ik wil ze niet.’
	‘U praat te veel,’ zei de dokter. ‘Meneer Henry moet weggaan. Hij kan later weer terugkomen. U gaat niet dood. U moet niet dwaas doen.’
	‘Goed,’ zei Catherine. ‘Ik kom ’s nachts wel bij je langs,’ zei ze. Het was erg moeilijk voor haar om te praten.
	‘Verlaat alstublieft de kamer,’ zei de dokter. ‘U mag niet praten.’ Catherine knipoogde naar me, haar gezicht grauw. ‘Ik ben buiten,’ zei ik.
	‘Maak je geen zorgen, liefje,’ zei Catherine. ‘Ik ben helemaal niet bang. Het is gewoon een gemene streek.’
	‘Jij lieve, moedige schat.’
[…]
‘U kunt nu niet binnenkomen,’ zei een van de verpleegsters.
	‘Dat kan ik wel,’ zei ik.
	‘U kunt nog niet binnenkomen.’	
	‘Jij eruit,’ zei ik. ‘Die andere ook.’	









Part five: Comparison 








EH: In the late summer of that year we lived in a house in a village that looked across the river and the plain tot the mountains. In the bed of the river there were pebbles and boulders, dry and white in the sun, and the water was clear and swiftly moving and blue in the channels. Troops went by the house and down the road and the dust they raised powdered the leaves of the trees. The trunks of the trees too were dusty and the leaves fell early that year and we saw the troops marching along the road and the dust rising and leaves, stirred by the breeze, falling and the soldiers marching and afterward the road bare and white except for the leaves.

KV: In de nazomer van dat jaar woonden wij in een huis in een dorp dat over de rivier en de vlakte uitzag op de Bergen, in de rivierbedding lagen kiezelstenen en keien, droog en wit in de zon, en het water stroomde er helderblauw en snel tussendoor. Troepen trokken het huis voorbij en de weg af, en het stof dat zij opjoegen dwarrelde neer op de boombladeren. Ook de stammen van de bomen waren stoffig en de bladeren vielen dat jaar al vroeg; wij zagen de troepen langs de weg marcheren en het stof opwaaien en de bladeren, voortgestuwd door de wind, van de bomen vallen, en de soldaten oprukken, en dan lag de weg weer leeg en wit voor ons met alleen nog wat bladeren.

DJ: In de nazomer van dat jaar woonden we in een huis in een dorpje dat uitkeek over de rivier en de vlakte naar de bergen. In de bedding van de rivier lagen er kiezelsteentjes en keien, droog en wit in de zon, en het water was helder en bewoog snel en blauw in de kanalen. Troepen passeerden het huis en liepen over de weg en het stof dat ze op deden waaien bepoederden de bladeren van de bomen. De stammen van de bomen waren ook stoffig en de bladeren vielen vroeg dat jaar en we zagen de troepen over de weg marcheren en het stof oprijzen en de bladeren, geroerd door het briesje, vallen en de soldaten marcheren en naderhand de weg kaal en wit afgezien van de bladeren.

The first thing I noticed is that Vranken applies a change in stress (Chesterman S7): in some places as can be seen in the passage she uses ‘wij’ instead of ‘we’ which makes it seem as if she is emphasizing something. She does not always use ‘wij’ so it does not become clear why she does so here because surely there is no reason to emphasize that they lived in a house, or that they saw the troops pass and not someone else. When there is no need for emphasis but ‘wij’ is still used, it can get bothersome to read. Since I, in this case, see no reason to add emphasis I have not done so and translated with ‘we’.
	Another change Vranken has made is a change in distribution (Chesterman S6): she shortens ‘the bed of the river’ to ‘de rivierbedding’ (the riverbed). Usually I would probably do the same because it is more common and less wordy than ‘de bedding van de rivier’. However, in this case I have maintained ‘de bedding van de rivier’ in my translation because, as I have explained before, I feel there is a rhythm in the description of the scenery that is made up of several lines ‘the bed of the river’ being one of them. By changing the line as Vranken has done the word count is reduced from five to two and the rhythm is lost whereas my translation maintains this (in this case even with the exact same amount of words).
	The next clause I have highlighted shows that Vranken has made her translation more explicit (Chesterman PR2) than the original and my translation. The source text is quite strange, especially ‘swiftly moving and blue’ which almost seems to suggest that the water was moving not only swiftly but also in a blue way (whatever that could mean). Vranken has altered the sentence so that it looks ‘normal’ and the poetic description of the source text has changed. She has put two adjectives that were separate in the source text together, ‘helderblauw’ (clear blue), and she has explicitly stated that the water runs through the pebbles and boulders (by referring to them with ‘er’ so she has also used Chesterman G8) even though the source text does not mention this and uses the word ‘channels’. 




EH: A little while later Catherine said, ‘You don’t feel like a criminal do you?’
	‘No,’ I said. ‘Not when I’m with you.’
	‘You’re such a silly boy,’ she said. ‘But I’ll look after you. Isn’t it splendid, darling, that I don’t have any morning sickness?’
	‘It’s grand.’
	‘You don’t appreciate what a fine wife you have. But I don’t care. I’ll get you some place where they can’t arrest you and then we’ll have a lovely time.’
	‘Let’s go there right away.’
	‘We will, darling. I’ll go any place any time you wish.’
	‘Let’s not think about anything.’
	‘All right.’

KV: Een poosje later zei Catherine: ‘Je voelt je geen misdadiger, hè?’
	‘Nee,’ zei ik. ‘Niet als ik bij jou ben.’
	‘Je bent zo’n gekke jongen,’ zei ze. ‘Maar ik zal voor je zorgen. Is het niet verrukkelijk, liefje, dat ik ’s morgens helemaal niet misselijk ben?’
	‘Het is reusachtig.’
	‘Je beseft niet wat een geweldige vrouw je hebt. Maar dat kan me niet schelen. Ik zal wel een plaats vinden waar ze je niet kunnen arresteren en dan zullen we een heerlijke tijd hebben.’
	‘Laten we er meteen heen gaan.’
	‘Goed, liefje. Ik zal altijd overal heen gaan waar jij wilt.’
	‘Laten we nergens aan denken.’
	‘Best.’

DJ: Een tijdje later zei Catherine, ´Je voelt je geen crimineel, nee toch?’
	‘Nee,’ zei ik. ‘Niet als ik bij jou ben.’
	‘Wat ben je toch ook een malle jongen,’ zei ze. ‘Maar ik zorg wel voor je.’ Is het niet schitterend, liefje, dat ik geen last heb van ochtendmisselijkheid?’
	‘Het is fantastisch.’
	‘Je waardeert niet wat voor een goede vrouw je hebt. Maar dat maakt me niet uit. Ik breng je ergens heen waar ze je niet kunnen arresteren en dan zullen we een heerlijke tijd hebben.’
	‘Laten we er direct heen gaan.’
	‘Goed, liefje. Ik ga overal heen wanneer je dat wilt.’
	‘Laten we nergens over nadenken.’
	‘Dat is goed.’






EH: 	‘You can’t come in now,’ one of the nurses said.
	‘Yes I can,’ I said.
	‘You can’t come in yet.’
	‘You get out,’ I said. ‘The other one too.’
But after I had got them out and shit the door and turned off the light it wasn’t any good. It was like saying good-by to a statue. After a while I went out and left the hospital and walked back to the hotel in the rain

KV:	‘U kunt nu niet binnenkomen,’ zei een van de verpleegsters.
	‘Jawel,’ zei ik.
	‘U kunt nog niet binnenkomen.’
	‘Eruit,’ zei ik. ‘Die andere ook.’ 
Maar nadat ik ze had weggestuurd en de deur had gesloten en het licht had uitgedaan voelde ik me nog wanhopiger. Het was alsof ik een standbeeld vaarwel zei. Na een poosje ging ik de kamer uit en verliet het ziekenhuis en liep terug naar het hotel in de regen.

DJ:      ‘U kunt nu niet binnenkomen,’ zei een van de verpleegsters.
‘Dat kan ik wel,’ zei ik.
	‘U kunt nog niet binnenkomen.’	
	‘Jij eruit,’ zei ik. ‘Die andere ook.’
Maar nadat ik ze eruit had gekregen en de deur dicht had gedaan en het licht uit had gedaan lukte het niet. Het was als afscheid nemen van een standbeeld. Na een tijdje ging ik naar buiten en verliet het ziekenhuis en liep terug naar het hotel in de regen.

Bernard Oldsey points out that while Frederic’s wounding is described with quite a lot of intensity (e.g. the describing of the sounds he hears and what he sees when they are attacked) whereas Catherine’s death seems to be described as a matter of fact (qtd. in Wagner-Martin 114). In the passage mentioned above we see a rare moment where Frederic seems to show his emotions: the nurses do not want him to come in yet but Frederic insists that he is allowed to be alone with Catherine and comes across as a bit snappy by saying ‘you get out…the other one too’. I feel Vranken has brought this across properly by translating this as ‘eruit’ which almost the same as my translation and the second sentence is even completely the same. I do think in the case of the first sentence that adding the translation of ‘you’ as it is in the source text would add even more to the snappishness with which he says it because it shows that he has stopped being polite, addressing the nurse as ‘jij’ instead of ‘u’, because he just wants to be alone with Catherine. 
	However, Frederic’s way of telling the reader that he could not really say goodbye to Catherine lacks emotion (in words that is, because the feeling of helplessness and sadness can be felt while reading the passage): ‘it wasn’t any good’. I feel Vranken has made her translation too explicit (Chesterman PR2) by translating the source text as ‘voelde ik me nog wanhopiger’. Frederic probably does feel desperate because he wants to say goodbye properly and cannot, but this is never said explicitly in the text: maybe he felt incredibly sad and not desperate. Furthermore, Vranken uses the adverb ‘nog’ as if Frederic has said before he feels desperate. The point of this final passage is that it is described as a mere fact, through the use of words we see Frederic’s feeling of nothingness, of being all alone in the world with everything he loved gone (Wagner-Martin 114) it is almost shocking that the story just ends like this. In my translation I have tried to maintain this factual description: I have translated the ‘it’ that was not any good with an equally vague ‘het’. In this case I really feel that by making the sentence more explicit, Vranken has taken away some of the power of this final passage.






EH: There was fighting for that mountain too…

KV: Ook in dit gebergte werd gevochten…

DJ: Om die berg werd er ook gevochten …





EH: There were small gray motor cars that passed going very fast; usually there was an officer on the seat with the driver and more officers in the back seat.

KV: Er waren kleine grijze auto’s die heel snel voorbijreden; gewoonlijk zat er een officier aan het stuur, terwijl de chauffeur en enkele andere officieren op de achterbank zaten. 

DJ: Er waren kleine grijze auto’s die erg snel voorbij gingen; gewoonlijk zat er een officier op de bank bij de chauffeur en meer officieren op de achterbank.

Here Vranken’s translation suggests that the driver sat in the back seat with other officers while another officer was in the front seat driving the car. Of course I may be wrong myself but I would interpreted this sentence as there being an officer in the front seat next to the driver and the other officers in the back seat (I read the sentence with a pause between ‘driver’ and ‘and’). Vranken seems to interpreted it with a pause between ‘seat’ and ‘with’ but then why would the driver be in the back seat with officers and not be driving? Therefore I feel like Vranken has made another interpretative mistake.
Finally, Vranken sometimes smoothes over Hemingway’s techniques of giving the text a foreign feel to it: some of the pidgin Italian has turned into normal Italian in her translation and when the priest says ‘Nothing’ to Frederic (67) she translates it as ‘Dat is niets’ (65) whereas I have translated it with ‘Niets’ because it is a literal translation of the Italian ‘niente’ meaning something like ‘don’t mention it’. In this case the foreignisms which are so important to the style of the text are lost in Vranken’s translation.
The examples mentioned above are a good representation of Vranken’s translation in general. In some places she stays close to the style of the original text, for example in the depiction of the speech of the somewhat formal priest, Catherine’s speech, and the use of Italian foreignisms. But in other places she puts more distance between the style of the original text and her translation even if it concerns aspects she has translated being faithful to the original style before. This is, for example, the case in Catherine’s speech and the foreignisms which I have discussed above. Why she does this is often not clear because I see no need for it: she sometimes does not translate the somewhat ungrammatical pidgin Italian in her translation even though she has done so several sentences before and even though this could be maintained in Dutch. This therefore sometimes results in unnecessary inconsistency in maintaining the style of the original text.











At the beginning of this thesis I have stated the following research question as a guide in writing it: What kind of problems occur during translating A Farewell to Arms, how can they be solved and which solutions are most desirable in a Dutch translation?
	Part of the problems that arise while translating the novel will have to do with the differences in place, time, or between cultures as we have seen by using Christiane Nord’s approach of the translation-oriented text analysis. These problems can either be solved by modernization or historization, or foreignization or naturalization: in both cases the translator either maintains the foreign element of the source text or adapts it to fit the target audience.
	Most of the translation problems in A Farewell to Arms have to do with Hemingway’s style and are text specific. This thesis shows that Hemingway’s style is simple, straightforward and factual rather than trying to make his prose look nicer than it has to be (according to him). This can be seen in the use of common verbs, coordinate clauses, simple verbs and repetition in the novel, for example. Moreover, Hemingway uses several techniques to bring across the Italian authenticity of the story even if it is written in English. For these kinds of problems a translator also has two basic solutions: maintain the style or adapt it to the wishes of the target culture. There are some cases in which an element of style cannot be maintained in the translation because word play can not have the desired effect in Dutch or because a variety in speech in the source language does not exist (or has a similar varity) in the target language, for example. But other solutions will be based on the approach of the translator. I, myself, wanted to keep as much of the style of the original text as possible, not only because the assignment I have used states this as a requirement. Katja Vranken has not always maintained the style of the original book (sometimes not even the same content) but then she probably did not have the time for such an in-depth analysis of the text I have made. She may have also had a different approach, or possibly her publisher had a different approach in mind, that made the translation more elegant and less repetitive and therefore more pleasant to read for the target audience.
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^1	  The title of the novel already forms a translation problem since it has a double meaning: Frederic deserts and therefore says farewell to the war and the weapons but because of Catherine’s death he also has to say farewell to her and he will never lie in her arms again (Wagner-Martin x). This wordplay is impossible to translate literally because the two meanings of ‘arms’ in this case are translated by different words in Dutch (‘wapenen/wapens’ and ‘armen’). It is hard to not think of the translation of Katja Vranken who shows only the farewell to war in her title, Afscheid van de wapenen, but for this translation I wanted to try and think of my own title. ‘Arms’ does not only refer to weapons but also to war/battle itself (VanDale). I wanted to incorporate ‘strijd’ into the title because it refers to the war but also to Catherine’s battle which she loses in the end. My first option was ‘Afscheid van de strijd’ but I felt the rhyme of ‘afscheid’ and ‘strijd’ was unwanted in a title and therefore I have chosen another translation of ‘farewell’: ‘vaarwel’. My title may not have the exact same meaning as the original title but ‘Vaarwel aan de strijd’ refers to both the war and Catherine and shows that it has come to an end.
^2	  In this sentence Hemingway really describes an image to which he adds something bigger every time: first the house, then the village, the river, the plain, and finally the mountains. There is also a certain rhythm in the sentence: ‘in a house in a village’, then comes a verb, then three noun phrases that follow each other. Because the village looks out on the mountains, the verb ‘uitkijken’ could therefore be placed between ‘vlakte’ en ‘naar’ to make this clear but this would disturb the rhythm. Therefore I have maintained the structure of the original.
^3	  This passage is a poetic description of the scenery which can be divided into several parts as Reynolds has done (56). I have therefore chosen for ‘in the bedding van de rivier’ to maintain the rhythm which would be lost by choosing the maybe more commonly used but shorter ‘in de rivierbedding’.
^4	  For the some reason as mentioned in the 3rd note I have chosen ‘stammen van de bomen’ as opposed to ‘boomstammen’. 
^5	  In the previous part of my thesis I have mentioned the repetition of the expletive phrases ‘there was’ and ‘there where’. I have decided to stay true to the source text and translate the phrases into Dutch because I want to stay as close to the source text as possible and I personally because I do not feel that the repetition of the phrases is bothersome to read. Only in places where the translation of the phrase would be strange to read (as I have mentioned in the previous part) have I chosen a different translation..
^6	  I have chosen the translation ‘kanonnen’ rather than ‘geweren’ because it is more likely that big heavy canons need to be pulled by motor-tractors, not smaller guns. An example of this can be seen on the following picture: http://luirig.altervista.org/flora/maps/jpgt.php?pid=102705.
^7	  I have explained in part two of my thesis why I have translated with ‘vele’: to combination of a uncountable and a countable noun with a strange modifier sounds somewhat foreign. For the same reason I have chosen ‘vele’ instead of ‘veel’: this does not sound quite right, but not so much that it is annoying to read.
^8	  In the last part of this sentence it is at first glance not completely clear what refers to what: the green branches cover the long barrels but it seems that the green leafy branches do too and only when you finish the sentence it becomes clear that something else is covered and that the green leafy branches and vines refer to that rather than the barrels. This is at first unclear because the clause is not separated by a comma, for example, as has been done in the previous sentence. I wanted to maintain this in the translation and not put ‘tractors’ earlier into the sentence (e.g. ’en tractors bedekt met…’). I choose ‘geplaatst over’ because I wanted to keep the branches and vines passive and not active as in a translation like ‘…wijnstokken bedekten de tractors’. 
^9	  I have maintained the slightly awkward position of the adverb ‘even’.
^10	  This is an example where the difference between the source and the target culture force the translator to decide whether to foreignize or naturalize. In America, miles are used whereas in the Netherlands we use metres/kilometres. I have decided to foreignize and maintain the mile because I felt it was not necessary to be over specific with the measurement: as long as the reader understands that it is not that far, which is also made clear by ‘nog geen mijl verder’ , the goal will have been achieved.
^11	  I have interpreted ‘fine’ as ‘mooi’ in this case because it fits in with how Frederic has described Gorizia (i.e. a beautiful and nice town with fountain, big trees, a garden, etc.).
^12	  Part of the place names in the novel have Italian spelling and most of the time I have given the Dutch spelling for it in the translation (e.g. ‘Abruzzi’vs. ‘Abruzzen’). However, in this case the Dutch translation would be very different from the source tekst (‘Karst plateau’) and therefore I have kept the Italian spelling.
^13	  Another example of  quite a strange choice of a modifier. I have interpreted the meaning of clear is the strands hanging loose or separate from each other.
^14	  A gallon is 3,785 litre (VanDale) but I did not think it was needed to be that specific in this case so I have rounded it up.
^15	  Tannin gives flavour to wine (encyclo) and if kept too long the whine may become sour but because Frederic also describes the wine is lovely I assume the wine is not sour yet but has a pleasant sharpness to it.
^16	  Apart from speaking in pidgin Italian, the captain in this case also seems to exaggerate his articulation which is been made clear with a hyphen. I have done the same thing in Dutch which is fine because the word ‘vandaag’ also consists of two syllables which can be linked with a hyphen to indicate the exaggeration. 
^17	  In the source text, the captain’s pidgin Italian can be seen in this sentence through the lack of a verb (‘Do you understand’ would be the usual way of saying this). However, in the Dutch translation this is lost because ‘Begrijp je’ is the normal phrase. In this case I have decided to keep it this way because I felt that by changing the order (i.e. ‘jij begrijp’) it would not indicate the captain speaking an easy version of his own language for Frederic, it would suggest that the captain was speaking a language which he has not mastered properly yet which is bothersome to read in Dutch.
^18	  Considering the vibe at the mess (the vulgarity of the captain and officers, for example) I think it is fit to have the characters address each other with ‘je’.  Only the priest addresses people with ‘u’ because his speech is more formal and reserved.
^19	  I discovered a mistake in my version of the novel which says ‘bring a photograph’ which does not make much sense in this context. To be sure I looked up another version of the novel (Google books) which indeed says ‘phonograph’.
^20	  There are several moments in the novel where characters curse but the curse words have been censured and replaced by a hyphen. I have chosen to maintain this in my translation because even though in some parts it is quite clear what is meant, this is not always the case. In this example the original may have said ‘screw the war’ but I cannot be sure and I do not want to make something up, therefore I have kept the hyphen that is in the source text.
^21	  Because Frederic, as a lieutenant, is of higher rank than the soldier I feel it is appropriate to have him address the soldier with ‘je’ in the translation.
^22	  Again, considering his rank I feel Frederic will address the driver with ‘je/jij’ also because he uses a direct phrase ‘You drive’. 
^23	  Because the soldier and Frederic are now changing to their colloquial dialogue, I think it is fit that the soldier also addresses Frederic with ‘je’. 
^24	  ‘De States’ can also be used in Dutch to refer to the United States/America and because this is an informal dialogue I felt it was suitable and adds to the ‘colloquialness’ of it.  
^25	  The colloquial ‘you was’ is difficult to bring across in Dutch and I have therefore put it in a different part of the sentence: ‘‘n’ instead of ‘een’.
^26	  In English, the way to write ‘lieutenant’ is different from the way to pronounce it which is why it works in this case to have the soldier call Frederic ‘lootenant’: it sounds the way it is pronounced. However, in Dutch the way to write and pronounce ‘luitenant’ are the same so this wordplay is lost. I did not want to put stress on the ‘lui’ part because it may suggest that the soldier thinks Frederic is ‘lui’ or something of the sort. Therefore I cannot bring across this wordplay in the translation; I did try to bring across to colloquialness by translating ‘listen’ with ‘hè’ rather than ‘luister’. 
^27	  The ‘chuh-chuh-chuh-chuh’ in the source text is a phonetic way of describing the sound Frederic hears. I have given the translation a Dutch ‘spelling’ of the sound he is hearing.
^28	  The dialogue between Frederic and the Priest is in Italian and quite formal, especially from the Priest’s side. I have tried to show this by translating ‘many like that’ with ‘velen zoals zij’ instead of a more informal ‘zijn er veel zo’, for example.
^29	  I feel it is fit for both Frederic and the Priest to address each other with ‘u’ in Dutch: they respect each other and although they talk quite often there is always some reserve, they do not talk they way Frederic does with Rinaldi, he is a priest after all.
^30	  In the source text there are two places where the formality is visible in the sentence: ‘I try always to hope’ and ‘I cannot’. In the first example, ‘always’ has been moved from a more common position (‘I always try to hope’) to a less common one which gives it a less natural feel but also seems to emphasize the fact that he always tries to hope because the adverb comes in a place where it is less expected. I have tried to do the same in the translation by putting ‘altijd’ in the beginning of the sentence instead of in between the two verbs where it would usually be. The latter example is more difficult to bring across in Dutch because we do not make a distinction between ‘cannot’ and ‘can’t’, for example. The difference cannot always be brought across in a Dutch translation and in this case I have tried to bring it across by using ‘dat’ instead of the maybe more common ‘het’: it is not a big difference and essentially both can be used but I feel the definite article will probably be used in informal speech (‘maar soms kan ik het niet’) before the demonstrative pronoun.
^31	  In this case I have translated ‘you’ with ‘je’ because is not talking about Frederic specifically but about a person in general and what he wants to do when he loves.
^32	  ‘Zult’ instead of the more informal ‘zal’ (Nederlandse Taalunie).
^33	  I have translated ‘fine’ with ‘fijn’ in this case because of the sort of presents the priest gave Frederic. I felt a translation such as ‘prachtig’ or ‘mooi’ would not be suitable because the presents are not beautiful, they are however well chosen for the situation Frederic is in. The priest has brought him mosquito netting, a bottle of vermouth, and English papers (Hemingway 64) and these are, although not beautiful, fine presents for someone who is bound to bed and likes a drink. 
^34	  This seems a little awkward but shows the foreignness of the text as has been mentioned in the second part of this thesis. ‘Nothing’ is a literal translation for ‘niente’ short for ‘di niente’ meaning something as ‘don’t mention it’. To maintain this foreignness I have translated this into the single word ‘niets’, which is equally awkward, and have not turned it into a complete phrase. 
^35	  I feel this fits Catherine better than ‘lieverd’ or ‘schat’, for example. Considering her personality I feel that little, sweet words best suit her speech.
^36	  Again, I found this appropriate for Catherine’s speech: the original also chooses a more “childish” ‘silly’ as opposed to for example ‘stupid’. 
^37	  Rather than ‘we’ to emphasize that even though he may have lived like a criminal for a while, they will not.
^38	  I have not translated ‘fine’ as ‘fijn’ in this case because I felt that it would not be suitable in this context (‘in bed’) especially not coming from Frederic. By translating with ‘fine’, as opposed to for example ‘heerlijk’ I have used an existing translation of ‘fine’ but I have also maintained the use of a common a word.
^39	  As I have mentioned before in my thesis, tag questions in Dutch can be translated by ‘toch’, ‘hè’, etc. But I feel Catherine asks for more confirmation and therefore I have added ‘nee’: this,  I feel,  increases the feeling of her need to get a negative answer to her question (in this case that Frederic does not feel like a criminal) confirming he is happy with her and that she is doing well at pleasing him.
^40	  In this case, ‘fijn’ fits into the context but I felt ‘goed’ to be a better translation because it shows that she wants to be a good wife, a wife that does not bother her husband with morning sickness, for example.
^41	  Considering the fact that Frederic has just lost the love of his life this seems a rather emotionless expression. I have tried to maintain the lack of emotion and the vagueness of the ‘it’ that was not any good in my translation.
